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[From our Regular Correupondcnt.]
letter from the Backwoods of Maine.

No. ft—From Kineo to Katahdin.
Dear Press:—Your readers will let
make

personal explanation

a

in

me

few words

as

I can.

The tour, of which these letters give
a brief history, was not undertaken or accomplished for the sake of pleasure; but the writr
er had a specific object in view, a
daily task to
as

perform. The work performed posesses scientific interest merely; and to present, the results of this labor in your columns would not
only be out of place, but would be a positive
bore to your readers. Ileuce, in these com-

a

account

I trust the

explanation

sufficient.
There
nobscot

notabilities

two

are one or

river,

whom

we

on

had the

pleasure of
season. They

seeing at Chamberlain Farm

last
not there this year, but the n mory of
their peculiarities and sayings is as fresh today as when we saw and heard them in the
were

large

Chamberlain farm-house last August. Around the fire was seated, among lesser lights, Dean Mureh, and Jack Mann. These
room at

short, little

two

men,

may well be

called

one

class of Penobscot river-drivers. That there
are now two classes of these craftsmen, no
who knows them will deny; the one class
steady, and very hard workers; the other
class composed of hard drinkers, and they, also, are hard workers, in fact, hard fellows, every way. The latter class are worthy descendone

of the river-drivers of the olden time,
when every “driver” was welcomed at the
Oldtown boom by a most jovial drunk, and

enta

“when

float

crew

a

of

men

could drink

enough

to

log.” The other class is made up of
men of steadier habits.
To which of these
one

classes my two fi-iends Jack and Dean
belong,
truth compels me to say that they are not numbered with the

latter-day saints; in fact they
adherent* to the faith of their predecessors.
Jack Maim is a short, thick man, with a
are

jolly

round

head, set square upon a pair of broad
shoulders, while the aforesaid shoulders, with
an intermediate
body of considerable size, arc
supported by a couple of curved nethers. In
truth, his legs are bowed. But that is no disadvantage to Jack, as it might be to people
differently constituted; for, like a pair of elliptic carriage springs, these legs give a certain
air of elasticity to him.
The funny thing
about Jack Mann, however, is his face. It is
always wide-awake, and running over with fun,
and yet the expression is
comically sober.—
Those of you who have seen Artemas Ward
know what 1 mean by a face
“comically solier,’’
droll Dice.

But Jack’s face you can only see
in the woods, Artemas you find in Vanity Fair.
Aod Dean Murch is cousin-german to Jack in
a

form aud feature, but with more years on his
head. Ills liuir is whitened with hard work
and exjiosure, and yet the old
strength left.
I believe we were

talking

man

has much

about trout in the

Branch, when Dean related quite an
adventure in the line of fishing, claiming, I
think, to have known brook trout so plenty
that you couldn't see the bottom of the river.
Juck was called ujxin for his exjiericnce, and
he

slowly responded by placing both hands in
pockets aud winking once or twice at the

candle over the fire.

“Well,

I can't say, as I ever saw much trout
but once, and that was on the West Branch,
k

I

ou see

had

come

out

ot

Sourdnaliunk

with half a million feet ot
logs and had
drove them into the river. But

stream

just
hung

they

up just abreast of the stream and we
didn’t know what to make of it, till we found

out, it
was so

was

trout!

thick that

You see, boys, the

they

had

trout

‘jammed,’ just as

will, and I had to w alk out on
their backs more’ll half a mile to begin to chop
a

three

passage! And our logs never started
days; till we had cleared away a

million

fish, and I’ve

never

for
few

hankered after

trout since that time!”

hearty laugh with which Jack's
umph in bragging was hailed, showed that

and hardest would

rajiids

in

jkiIIsIi

birch ! Jack

descending
said very quietly

that
he “hadn’t shot many moose but he did kill
one once jiretty handsome. I was out on Chesuucook and killed this moose .first shot
across

the

Jack ?”

still and could hear every word
the boom. When we had got
struck

a

luike! (1 1-g

match to

light

his

pipe,

and

we

heard

you begin to talk about “what’s that?” And
Bill knew it kind of made his fare look
strange
like, and he made me keep lighting matches
and lie would hold them up to his face as he
was smoking.
And we could tell you were all
scared, and so we hept coming nearer, till, at

halfway

miles!)

And as to

your killing yours as you came down ‘rijis,’
that isn’t much compared to mine, for when I

ACCOUNT

BOOKS !

Manufactured and for Sale

56 AND 58

REMOVAL!

109

THE

every kind

JOB

Portland, June 23.1862.

Street.

CUSHINGj

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

over

Casco Bank,

hand and

Portland. Me.

PRESS,

JOHN

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all varieties of
fc

be found in any other establishment in the
Our stock of

can

Plain and

STATIONERY
I* selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American House*, and embrace* every article needed for public offices. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

Will be

promptly

Job Work,

Fancy
attended to

on

Murch,

come to

82 j EXCHANGE 8TREET,

Ha* removed hi* stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Firtirt Frames, Piper Hindses Fmrj Goods, it., it.,

promptly

of the

Done neatly

in

such tournaments of

J.
N. A. FOSTER & CO.

“draw pretty freely on their
their stories are like old wine.
11

«=*»>“

iinitx ui

uie

July 17,1862.

dtf

Families supplied with Medicine* and
book*. Cases renewed aud vials refilled.
June 24. 1882,
eod6in

POWER

STEAM

lakes,

that

they

have

a

high

ter is

Book and Job

Printing Office,
STREET,

spring of the year, aud the
water is rendered higher from the fact that the
lumbermen have placed, at most of the outlets,
dams to give them a better
supply of water for
the spring driving.
Were It not for this fringe

of dead trees, the Lake Chamberlain would be
one of the finest of our inland lakes.
'I elosis,

or

little

Telos, is only

a

miles in

couple

of

diameter, and is noticed hero only beit is on our way to Telos Lake
lieyoud.
This lake has attracted a good deal of atten-

cause

tion,
having been the cause of the Telos controversy. This war with the St. John
people was spoken of in a former letter and
need now be merely alluded to. Telos is said
to be the Indian word for “end of the
way,”
since in former times it was
necessary to carry
across into Webster Lake, Telos
being the end
of the way of the River St. John. Let
your
high-school readers see what the Greek word
telos means, and let them look into this curi-

analogy. On the shores of this lake I
found, imlicddcd in the mud, an old French

ous

dress-sword.

The blade

and one

broken in two,
but the finish of the
was

portion was lost,
remaining half was discernablc,

even

through

the rust of many years. How did it come
there, on the banks of that inland lake?

__G.
tit service in the present wir. obtained for Soldiers
aud Sailors, their Widows aud Heirs, from the Uniten States tiovcruiueiit, ou
application in person or
by letter to

IjV

BRADFORD A IfARMON,
our

attention

arse.

exclusively to

the Pen-

business for the last twenty year*, and having
reliable

a

Agency

in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the (aoveruineiit with
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
term*, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN* HKADFORD,
Z. K. HA KM ON.
Portland, June 20th.
d&wtf.

H OM E ST EADS F 0 R $20.
MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purTHE
chased from the Hannibal ft St. Joseph Kailroad
tract of
in

laud
Northern Missouri,
large
nourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing putpoHi,
and have divided their pro|>erty into lota and farms.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of #20 each.
Maps, with full iutbrmation, can be had by calling ou

Company
adjoining

AM EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale or Retail.

a

the

EDWARD Mil AW, Afeat,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
June 23.
dtf

AND

GAS

Done in the best

Second floor,

FITTING,

manner.

Works 8 Union St., and 233 & 235 For© 8t.,
jnHdtf
PORTLAND, ME.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
EC AXSO

The Proprietor, of the Portlaxd Daily Prerr
respectftally invite attention to their facilities for exe-

cuting,

in beautiful

atyle,

every

deecription

of

JOB PRINTING!

BOOK AND

AND

3V,

ORNAMENTAL

PAINTER,
No. 31 Exchange Street, Fortlond, Me.
ty Order, .elicited.
je3d—3m

L. J. CROSS,
141 Middle Slrcrl,

Pnllnid, Me.

Watch-Maker,
Their Establishment in furnished with all the
approved modern machinery, and their assortment of

'■*•*•*•** N. B.—All work bcinsr
promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give
satisfaction.

thorough
je28tf

DOLE

Book and

Fancy Types,

&

MOODY,

adequate

to do any work

for using, and
parts of the country.
Price*.—Full strength, 910; Half Strength, 95;
Quarter Strength, ?3r**r bottle
Remember! This medicine is designed ex-

pressly for Obstinate Casks, which all other remedies of the kind have failed to cure; also that it ia
warranted a* represented in every resjtect, or the
price will be refhndi-d.

rP“*HEWARK OF IMITATIONS! Neiegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Dk. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOB SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 28 Union Street, Providence, R. I.
embraces all disease of a priIF Thi*
vate nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a
regularly educated physiclau of twenty years’ practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
bv
Consultations
letter
or
otherwise
are
U1’
strictly
confidential, and inedieine* will be sent bv
secure from observation, to all parts of tne United
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New Kugland alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class of persons who are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can never get it bark, and they
are compelled to surfer the wrong in silence, not daring to expose the cheat for fear of esposina themselves. All this comes from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute or honor, character,
and skill, and whose only recommendation is their
own false and extravagant assertum.*, iu
praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter what hts
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRY it will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for as
iu nine cases out of ten are
advertising
bogus, there is no safety in trustiug any of them, uuless you know wht> and what they are.
rfr- Dr. M. will send free, bv enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOMEN,
and on Private tHeeases generally ; giving most Bill
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of any confi-

speciality

Express,

physicians,

dence WHATEVER.

tF Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. N. Mattieox. as above.
June 23.
d&w2m

.-1 ‘.‘Terms (1

demanded in this State.

THIS

Variety,

PORTLAND,

Hath, June 23, 1382.

FRIXTEI) AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

June 23.

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S
ISLAND,
HENRY M.

We have introduced several of the jnstlv celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" to our
sleeping
apartments. We give this spring t>cd bottom a deckled preference over any and all othero w’o have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotol keepers w ho desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. Me LAUD HUN k SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.
Hav ing become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.” I have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
l)u. X. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Mr. I). K. Krohock has furnished the l»cds in
my
house w ith the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” anil
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. II ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the nn«pcakahlc
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring lied Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had
My wife who is feeble, has
hail no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not
part with it on auv account.
Rev. JOHN ALLEX.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST

MANNER.

SAWAU.UIOCK

Billets ft Circulars in Every Variety of Type.

MOODY.

PA**

I'MH'I
7
B from

>Agn*

larrocftle*

on*

of the

healthleat

the era, and afford* one of the moat
ri'11* froln <*» duat and turmoil »f
oar

The Saoadahocz i* one of the Ineat. mold
anaclou*, and be*t appointed Hotel* In the state, located
within three minute* walk of the
Depot. Steamboat
Po*t
Landing,
Office, ( uatom Honae. Ac., beinz
* directljr in the ba«ine» centre of the City.
Teraaa Moderate by the Week wr Dae.
dtf
_Bath. June BLISU*.
No.

DIRIOO EATI90 HOUSE,

7 MILK STREET.

PORTLAND,
JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

ME.

of the Season

Served op at all boon.
TURTLE SOUP. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT aadall kiadaaf GAME
Served to order.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

f~

Frogs Served to Order. _#3

*•* Meal* to Rzoclar Boazi>«r* at Reduced Rate*.
tipen every Sunday from 8 to 1, and IVom S tot
°cl<**ji-aaedtf

_insurance!
BATH MUTUAL
marine Insurance
Company.
OFFICE UNDER THE SAOADAHOCK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
flTHE IVcident and IMrcctora of the Bath Mataal

Api?if:s^LTn^.t,rp“y*ire,,otie,!th“,hrir
#300,000

;

And that
arc prepared to make insurance
mutual principle. agaiust marine rinks, not

they

on

tho

cxceediug
$ 10,000 in any One Risk.

John Tatten,
Oliver More*.
M. F. t.annett,
J H. McLelian,
Jas. F, Patten,

DIRECTOR*:
Wm. Drummond,
Sam i I. Robinson,
Arthur Bewail,
Lewis Black hut,
8. A. Houghton,
E. K.
^ C.

J*»th, July a. iwa.

G. E. R Patten
K. K.
J. P. Morse.
David Patton.
J. C. Januwon.

Hardin*.*

HARDING. President,
HYDE, Secretary.
(16m

INSURANCE.

of the

York.

Cash Capital aud Surplus, (380.000.
Fire nnd Narine Ian. Co.,
Of lTovidcuce.
Perfect .Security, which ought alwava to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance. to here of.
fercd to the public, at the Unrest rates
qfT premium
and responsible companies.
adopted by
Office in “Boyd's Building," opposite Post Offies.

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

BANK-CHECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADING.

SILVER

forks. <TPS. BETTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,
SPOONS AND

SPECTACLES AND

EYEGLASSES,

L.

H.

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,
Congress Street,
Portland,

Me.

Deeds, Law Briefs,
And other

LAW

Equity Cases,

DOCUMENTS executed with

Dispatch.

Bronze, Colored,

and all other kinds of

Printing,

Shell and Horn Comb#, Fan#, Cane#. Accordeons
Wallets, Card Cases, Table and Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth. Hair, and Shaving Bru*he#; Farina Cologne,
Luhin’s Extract#; CLOCKS.

Quadrant#, Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors’
Mariners' Compasses. Gunter's Scales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, Protractors, Drawing Instruments,
Land Chains, Thermometers, Linen Provers, Opera

and

Glasses.

Charts, Bowditch’s Navigator, Blunt’s Coast Pilot
Nautical Almauaos, Sumner's Method, Ship 3la*ter’s
Assistant, Sheet Anchor, Seamen’s Friend or 31anual,
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, kc., kc.
Wntrhra nnd

Jewelry Repaired.

CHRONOMETERS, REPAIRED

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winihrop House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

Our

SHOP

Styles

are

AND

RATED.

BPTime determined by transit.
Portland, June 23, 1862.
d2tawkwtf

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
SORTS OF HAND HILLS.

Portland, June 26,1662.

WANTED—Convenient tenement* for the
accommodation of two small families, in
re*|H>ctahle localities and within teu minutes’walk of the Post Office. Reut not to
exceed from 8150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post Office, or
apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox lllock.
Portland, June 23.
distf

Wanted,

AN1>

ALL

TENEMENTS WANTED.

M

unsurpassed.

daw

Mutual Fire Imurance

CORRECTS.Indigestion and Flatulency.
PREVENTS.Liver Complaint# A Bilious Fevera,
RELIEVES.Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
lm
July 1, 18(2.

A SITUATION *»ii a Farm for a smart, active hoy,
2l 13 years old, who is used to the business.
For further information inquire at
326 CONGRESS STREET.
jul$—2wd

Health and Strength
BY THE

USB

GREAT SPRING AND

Dr.

Secured,

All policies upon which six premiums have been
paid, arc renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the t<mis before insuring elsewhere.
Uflrr 102

of Sarsaparilla. Wild Cherry. Yellow
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, &c.,al! of which are so compounded as to act in concert, aud assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderibl—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing

COMPOSED

all obstructions from the iuternal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountain# oT
the blood, cleausing it from all humors
life,
aud causing it to course through every part of the
body: restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from thesystom, Liver Complaint, that maiu wheel of so many diseases, Jauudance iu its worst forms, all Billiou# Diseases and
foul stomach,
Costiveness, all kinds of Humors. Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness. Piles, Heartburn, Weakuess. Pains in the side and bowels. Flatuaud a toroid or diseased Livlency, Loss of
er, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 20.000
persons nave been cured bv this
medicine. It is higiily recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Try it and von will never regret it.
Sold bv all demer# in Medicine everywhere at ouly
25 aud 3^ cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

purifying

Dyspepsia.
appetite,

Spring

GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO., Boston.

junc21d4m

June 23.

eodfim

Notice of Foreeloonre.
Freeman Whitney, late of Portland,
iu the Couuty of Cumberland,
WHEREAS
the sixteenth
of
on

March, 1865. conveyed to Jairus K. King, of
day
Portland, in fee ami in mortgage, a certain tract or
of land, situated in Portland aforesaid, and

umld
follows,
Creel
line of llsnover

to wit:
on the WestStreet, thirty-nine feet from the
of the lot said
purchased
of Robert F. Dyer, by deed dated Nov. 23. 1863—
the nee southerly ou the line of said street, thirty-one
feet—and from these two points running westerly,
keeping the even width of thirty-one fi'et, ninetyeight feet more or less, to the land of the Larrabee
heirs, as appears by the records of said dot'd in the
Cumberland County Record, in Book 361 page 269:
And whcrcaathe said Jairus K. king, on the third
day of July, 1863. by his deed of that date, assigned
and transferred said mortgage and said property to
Eliza L. Whitney of said Portland, as appear* by the
record of said deed, iu the Cumberland Records, in
Book 314 |>age 82: And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage ha* been broken, 1. Eliza L. Whitney, assignee uf :*aid mortgage, hereby claim a foreclosure
of the same for breach of the condition, according to
the statute iu such case provided.
as

erly

northerly

corner

Portland. July 14. 1862.

ns.

lifting attended to as usual.
G.L. BAILEY,
42 EXCHANGE STREET.
eodtf

Bejrinning
Whitney

ELIZA L. WHITNEY.
w3w4

CONOR ESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOB YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L.

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
(.i
RiPLBft, Revolver*.Cutlery and
Sporting Goods generally.
ALSO.
June 23.

Middle Street*

CHARLES HOLDEN, President.
Edward Shaw, Secretary.

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Langley’s

Stencil <

oa
corn-

as

pany.

OP TUB

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

Repairing and

Company.

Company continue to insure property
THIS
terms
favorable
those of any reliable
as

CURES.Dyspepsia,

WHEN DESIRED.

PLATED TEA SETS, CASTORS, AND CAKE
BASKETS, BETTER KNIVES, A SPOOKS.

dfcwtf

PORTLAND

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD H*

TACi8 PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED

Policin') Printed and Round for
Insurance Companies).

23-

-PREPARED BY-

373

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

jull7d3m

®*,h <■

?“na>l»'coa*t of Maine—itellehtfhl'h* Kennebec, twelve milra

Equitable

Near Custom House soil Post Uffire, Portland, Iain,

nouscs-

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House, Vassal boro.
11 allow ed House, Hallow ell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
('uahnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott's School Farmington.
Eaton Boys' Boarding school, Kent’s Hill.

of

JlfMtl

Of New

exchange! street.

-AID—

Testimonials similar to the above have been retoived from the proprietors of the following public
Penobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House. Bangor.

HOUSE,

AlfVed Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH, MAINE.

J

dations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartment*.
AI STAPLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1802.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
I can checrftilly recommend it to nil who are in need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
anything of ttie kind now in use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 1862.

**>**•”«

i'ii~a ttcodanc.

m

following First Class Insurance Co-«:
National Insurance Company.
Of Bnatou.
Cash Capital and Surplus, *800,000.
Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, •313,000.
Relief Fire Insurance Company.

eodtf

?2

Proprietor.

DEALER IN

pleasure

The Bed Bottom 1 bought of you fully merits my
expectation*, and is fully up to vour high recommen-

BRACKETT,

OPEN for Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within
thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportunities for flabing,
see-bsthing and water excursions. A Steam-

Agent

EDWARD P. RANKS,

testimonials:
Commercial House. Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom" into
my house, alter trial, I pronouuce it to be
an
easy aud healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the beat.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

dff

OB** T4 M 1441s,

31 e.

FRANKLIN C

connected

WARREN SPARROW,
ear. tf Exchuagc 9t*.
PORTLAND, ME.,

Merchants,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

day. Stable

per

Summer Retreat,

FIRE

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,
Business Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

PL U M M K R.

with house.

AND WHOLES A I. E DEALERS IN

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
ln*on In use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and
actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in adv ance of all others in
the Sprint/ Bed department, embracing a little more
of their excellencies, ami yet happily
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and vet so n-cuperative a* to bring itself into ntaee with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the ag«*d and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material warranted
strong aud durable, and not liable to get out of order.

HOTEL,

M.

338, Washixotox 8t., Bath.

GENERAL

C'ommiMNion
Is

anticipated.

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Bark Pay, Ac.,

Exchange St., Portland, M

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

STEAM
I"’ox Block,

or

in the

PORTLAND, ME.

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

Jack,

perfect

most

and

ii AMtrract uniat or

No. 821 EXCHANGE

bragging
spirits in

clieraux rte /rise around the shores. The
fringe is of drift wood, piled up when the wa-

Work

Grindstones.

SEAVEY.

Physician* aud

think of

Chamberlain I.ukc. and we then come to Round
Lake or Telosis. It is a noticeable
peculiarity

of these

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental

by

BATH

By C.

Dr MATTISON'S INDIAN KM M KNAG OGUE.

work.

MAINE.

subscriber would very respectfully announce to Ids numerous 'friends, ami
th#
public generally, that during the temporary
J
compulsory suspension of his business ho
has Turn shed this well-known house anew, and is
now belter than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers. and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
E. g MAYO
Fassadumkeag, June 23,1382.
dfcwtf
THE

Portland.

will bring on the monthly sickness
in caws* of obstruction, after all other
remedies of tho kind have beeu tried
in vain.
tF“over 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a
single failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health iu anu
'case.
It is put up in bottles of three different strength* with Bill directions
sent by express, closely sealed, to all

ADA*S’ Proprietor.

PAS3ADUMKEAO,

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

SILVERSMITH.

THOMPSON,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

MEDICINES,

laugh-

outlet

B.

W

CENTRAL HOUSE,
G. Mayo,
Propriator.

Jull—dJtw3m3

This celebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and
ftiNOLB LADIKA, and is the
very best
tiling known for the purpose, as it

H’

J.-23-*imA8”

FOR FEMALES.

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sts*.

vocabulary,”

tmiiinem

EF"“Send stamp for Circular.

Is prepared to receive orders for

earner

I'1'

res*

DR. J. B. HUGHES,
Temple Street, (corner of Middle).

Partland. Me.

JVLaroie

good

SION

that the river-drivers keep
up their
their hard work, and,
although, like

they

AND

Cangress,

ML

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY
WES*
OR DAY.

Hughes

has
attention to
a certain class.
his practice lie
During
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
In the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. C harges moderate, and a euro guaranteed
in all caw*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting aud sickeuing efiects of most other
remedies; cures new case* in a tew hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud
poisonous taiut
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy in used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable, snd no injurious effect, c ither
or
locally, can be* caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubles! with seminal
weaklier**, generally causccl
bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometime* a ringing in the ears,
weak eye*, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and
permanently
a

No. 6

Portland. Me.
je23tf

PORTLAND,

h

delicacy.

by

Grain,

ra

a.

PreMa Sirens.

[COPVRICtHT SECURED.]

Flour and

>•2311

For sale at the above store

Infirmary.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr.
for
PRIVATE
number of years confined his
disease* of

Also, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23. 1S62.
tf

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

Eclectic Medical

Manufacturing Jeweler,

*^3

And its capacity and facilities for doing work
style are equal to auy in the City or State.

Picture-Framing,
a*

DR. HUGHES’

WM. H. H. HATCH,

attended to.

Sltnaletf

L>R. HUGHES,
Middle, Portland.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjull—3ra

Nearest
e*r®“

own sex.
ee*-

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

Tress

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

M.

d3m

Corn,

PREBLE HOUSE,

of

Sugar Refinery, sanity
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Adel

counting-room
Daily
and Maine State Tress, head of first flight of stairs,

Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in his line, at very low price*.

and

HE.

Ceaaereiul Street,
Orders left at the

ty The office Is supplied with

OKTIIY,

corner

most centre! Honse In the
etty.
7
Railroads and Steamboats.

constitutionally

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

53 Exchange Street.

“Nor I either
said Dean.
Do you wonder that I have never
forgotten
that evening of wonderful stories and the trials
of river wit.

just

PORTLAND,

141 Middle Street.

it, I wasn’t on that drive at all! I must ho
heard about that yhost I
1 wasn’t on Uie
drive P

It is wdth

Half Wn, Dawa Willow Street,

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF.

Portland June 23, 1*62.

Book-Binding

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

lArgest.

tyiIORSF.3 AND CARRIAGES TO LET
Julld—3m

certain of
producing relief in a short time.
LADIEs will find it invaluable in all cases of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried in
vain
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing In
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full
directions,

DEAL ERA IE-

ENTRANCE

DAVIS,

s. II. COLESH

LYNCH.

PAINTER,

June 23.

to

superior
regulating ail
Icmale Irregularities. Their action i* specific and

_

frightened

“By thunder,

SIGN

liberal

the most

TH08.

ALBERT WEBB A CO„

will be
HALL L.

Eh,

WILLIAM CAPEN,

PAPERS

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold pa|H*rs manufactured, together with a full stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be fouud in this
market, at lowest market price*. School Hooks of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.

TO

PELEO BARK

terms.

and Bill says, ‘That was a
squeak for me, wasn’t it? If he’d a 11 red.'-And so you never knew what it was afore that

Dean

LYECH,

accommodation,

especial

Established far the treatment qf those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

made to order,

variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers letter bargain in quality and prices,

j.o.tvkey.

je30—3md&w

jeSSdtf

of every

ROOM

MK.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Wldffery’s Wh»rf,)

't

DAILY

Established in 1826*
on

PORTLAND,

O. X.

rooms.

Kclectic Renovating Medicine* are unrivalP,r' *L'8
virtue in
efficacy and

N.

-and-

Has been removed from the office
office of the

'A PER HANGING

WAREHOUSE !

'«

JOHN LYNCH A (O,

to the

—AHD—

Rlank Hook*

FINDINGS,

"Wholesale Grocers,

fjg

home, pull.’—
a little while,
mighty narrow

you, didn't you, Jack?”
Jack was bent down a minute by the
ter at him, and then said,

dr

FOSTER

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

Oussettings,

Horse,

BANCO*. ME.,
SHAW,
PROPRIETOR,

Temple Street, which they will find arranged lor

ALSO, KID AXD GOAT STOCK,
SO Union, four doors from Middle
Street,

and

C.H. BREED.

Exchange

—

Elastic

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

BAILEY A NOYES,
56 and 58

IMPORTER* OF

AND

Cash

tcislm

BREED A T1KEV,

Lutings, Serges,

for

to
a

led in

Patterp.

Infirmary.
thFladies.

Particularly invites all Indies who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at hi*
No.
6

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

—

HOTELS.
bangor

Eclectic Medical

Street,

their

PRINTING

E st a/blish.men-t

MEDICAL.

AND DKALKRS IN

of Rlank Hook used

We Huy

of Temple

Portland, June 23,1862.

Letter, note, Cap and Record papers. Envelope*—
white and buff, Cold Tens, Steel Tens, &c.. &c. Ev-

ery article at lowest rates.
Sell Cheap.

WEBSTER,

corner

Of the Most Denirable

if you were going
And then we rowed round for
as

BOOK

STATIONERY.

State.

Middle,

Fashionable Clothiers,

by Hank*. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug Houses.

than

TUCKER A

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

We make to order

NO 28

BUSINESS CARDS.

by

Journal*, Ledger*, Invoice, Sale*, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectors Hooks.

Premium

JULY 25, 18G2.

PRI N TING.

once, we heard your cap snap; and. Bill, lie
says to me, as quick as lightning, Tull to the

left; pull

MORNING,

BAILEY & AO YES,

Dean's revenge.
you know how that came about.

sion

off the oth-

BLANK

now came

the

acknowledged

a

And

"Don t

Having devoted

that Jack was ahead
on trout, but on moose he wouldn't
give in to
anybody. Among other things he said he had
shot a bull-moose w hile
certain
Dean

wierd.

tri-

crowd considered the match between the champions, a “diamond cut diamond” one. that the
er.

apparition, and although
suggested
supper might have
raised Ills Satanic majesty, and another said
that whiskey had more to do with it than
brimstone, it was plain that the conversation
was fast drifting to the land of the dim and
that the

No. 88

The

shar|iest

l>een the cause of the

one

a

drive of logs

out

We all guessed in turn what might have

from its

the Bast

liis

I took up the old gun and aimed at his
eyes
and said, ‘I’ll give the devil his due
anyway,’
and the cap fushed ami went out. When I
seed it warn't no go, I tell you boys didn't I
draw on my vocabberlary? But when that
cap
went out, the devil went out too, for that was
the last we see of him.”

the Pe-

1

for any little
which may have been noticed by

discrepancies
your readers, and

Still, I cannot refrain from repeating a little
ghost story of Jack's w hich, with Dean's explanation, may be of use to mediums of the
present day, and our good city. Excepting the
intensives, 1 give the story in Jack's language.
We was warping a boom across
Eagle Lake
one time ut about one o’clock at
night,and itwas
the darkest night I ever saw. When we were
about in the middle of the Lake, we see a face
bigger than ony of ours and it was all on fire.
I thought it was the devil and so did all the
boys, but we didn’t feel much scared and so we
sung out something or other to him. He only
answered by two raps on a kind of brass
bell,
kept a coming nearer to the headworks of the
boom. Such eyes you never saw,
they were
just like coals of fire and his mouth was full of
bright smoke. Some of the fellows began to
get a little bit skeery and one or two of them
thought the boom Is md ought to be seen to,
“and for ail we kept Hollering, he didn't do
uolhing but rap, rap, rap, on that bell of his.
I tell you it wasn’t very pleasant to see him
spit lire not more’n twenty rods from you and
so I took up
my rifle and, thinks I, old boy
you’d better stop puffing. The boys said I’d
better not fire, cause he might get mad and
then there would be no stopping of him. Hut

you said on
pretty near. Bill

casual summer tourist.

have thus endeavored to

have recourse to the use of
dashes, and so
frequently, that your supply, dear Press,would
be exhausted.

is

mighyie

the attention of

might tell a good many queer anecdotes of
their relating but, in order to
properly indicate their emphatic words.I should be
obliged,
in obedience to a certain
conventionalism, to

Jack was a little shy. but said, alter
awhile,
“No, nor you either.”
“Oh, yes, my boy, and this Is how it was.—
\ ou know I kept the cook’s Is tat on that
drive,
don’t you? Well, one night when it was terrible dark, I w as rowing with Bill J-to the
head works with night luncheon. We rowed

munications, I have tried to avoid even allusions to scientific matters, presenting
only
those facts which
supposed to attract

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

’em!”
I

Terms:
The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at $5,00 per year in ad-

and

other, Thout tipping over!’’
“Pooh,” said Dean, “I've killed moose on
Chesuncook when the waves were so higli
that you couldn't stand on the shore and look
at

FOSTER A CO.

tSTTbe Portland Daily

fired my gun, the w aves ran so high I couldn't
a chaw of tobacker from one cheek to the

shift

FRIDAY

Whittier,

Principal.

mtlE AUTUMN SESSION will euauwcuce Sept.
X 8th. and Continue 15 week*.
Prior to July 21st. full information can be obtained
of tlie Principal, 349 Congress Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturday a. After that tima application muv bo made at 40 State Street.
2aw10w
Portland, June 23, 1862.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Friday Morning, July 25,

1862.

--

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN
FOR

GOVERNOR,

selves to entertain

ABNER COBUBN,

no

pine is

Southern

For Senators,
ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Aroostook
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Littery,
GIDEON S. TUC KER, of Saco.
LUTHER SANBORN, of Panonafield.

foresight

would not

Sheriffs,

and

red to Columbia's soil to

County Treasurer*,
Aroostook... SAM E BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.

to the remotest parts of the earth; missionaries of Peace and eloquent preachers of politi-

floating palaces,

For

York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

cal

Registers of Deeds,

Righteousness.

It is the latter fact that has rendered

mands.

The Republican*, and all other citizen* of the Fir#t
Congressional District, who support the State and

it necessary for the city to offer large bounties
to secure her quota of troo|is for the new regiments. without resorting to the disgrace of a

National Administrations, are requested to meet in
convention at the City Hall, in Portland, on Tuesday, the 12th day of August next, at 11 o'clcok, A.
M.. for the purpose of nominating a candidate to represent the district in the 38tli Congress.
will boa* follow*: Each
The basis of
city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and to
one additional delegate for every seventy-five vote#
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor in
1861.
Hall,
The Committee anil be in session at the
in Portland, on the morning of the Convention, at
10, A. M., to receive credentials.
Johk Lysch,
Kath’l G. Marshall,
J. A. Waterman,
sew all N. Gross,
Daniel Stinson,
Jo us D. Lincoln,
Geo. H. Kkowltok,
Republican District Committee.

draft.

representation

In the way of improvements, we noticed as
we loitered along the river side, the extension
of wharves

by J. II. McLellan, Esq., one of the
enterprising citizens, and the President of
City Bank. He is extending two wharves

City

most

85 feet into the river, where he will have
22 feet of water at low tide, witli a front of
about 180 feet. LTpon one of these wharves—
some

which

separated by a narrow dock—he is
spacious Irou Store, 40 by 120 feet,
three stories high, and upon the other he will
Ship- I
erect a warehouse for more general purposes.
are

to erect

the

building City.

alone that

revealing unwonted activity. Signs of
progress and improvement are visible in various parts of the city, in the
erection of line
houses, the extension of wharves, the erection
of warehouses, the employment of all manual
laborers, and the high wages which labor com-

FIRST DISTRICT.

in

stripes

Bath is

Congressional Convention.

Improvements

converted into

It is not in the creation of ships

Aroostook... LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. y. A. BARTON. .Southern District.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

Business and

be

to bear the stars and

a

On the corner of Broad and Commercial
Having a leisure day in Batli, whither we
Hon. B. C. Bailey is preparing to erect
had gone for business and for purposes of j streets,
a large stone storehouse, which will
be a perfriendship, we took occasion, the present week, j
manent and much needed improvement in that
to stroll through her heretofore silent but now

locality.

shipyards. Bath, the Queen City of the
Kennebec, is also the shipbuilding city not only of the State but of New England. For years
past, covering the flush period of 1852-5, this
city took long strides ahead of all others in
active

Moses, wholesale grocers and
dealers in Com and Flour, are erecting a three
story addition to their present spacious store,
McLellan &

50 feet wide and lot) feet

the amount of new tonnage put afloat, and this
year she bids fair to maintain her well-earned
in this respect.
At the present time there utc on the stocks,
in different stages of progress towards cotnplelnu« lltnn I.iuiIigi irno^nle

nn

corporation

«.

11 n-11kin

j

But we stop. We are glad to chronicle such
evidences of thrift. Bath is a sister to Port-

Ikn

limit* of the

city, ties ides one ship
in Phipsburg—an adjoining
the river,—being built by C.

of about 800 tons,
town, seaward on
V. Minott, Esq.

land. and bet ween them there need be no strife.
would we see every city and town in

Gladly
our

**
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Rtm’r,

Brig,
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Lcmont k Rilsby.
John Patten k Ron.
Trutaut. Drummond k Co.
Albert II athoru and others.
K k A. Rewall.
l.,eo. K Patten & Rous.
IV V. Moses A Rons.
Wm. Koners.
J. I«. Morse,
Wm. M. Keed * Ron.
Oliver Moses.
Johnson Itideout.

of the body. Our noble rivers and
railroads are our State arteries. Every highway is a vein. Cities and villages are the

glands

pride of our

whole

13 res'ls 10,400 tons.

“Hung be the Heavens with Blnck !”

Mr. Rideout has not been in active business
for a few years past, although familiarly known

We have little heart to write

sky

“Shipbuilding King” of Maine, having
built and launched nearly if not quite seventy
vesselsr«ome of them of enormous proportions.
His many friends wiU be glad to find his name
once more coupled with the active shipbuilders of the State. In addition to the
large number of vessels now building, several others are
talked of, the frames being on hand, and they
will doubtless be put under way during the

murky,

hand.

w

surely as

flect credit H|>on the builders, and to furnish a
noble contribution to the commercial wealth

The

ing

President of the Androscoggin Railroad, is demore

specific

and extended

no-

rigged, with
differs materially

profrom

This steamer is

long. 25 feet beam, ID feet
with two houses upon the
will meftMlirf* uhnut fiOft
nished with a boiler 28 feet

deep,

thirsty

cylinder

decks,
deck, and

shell 11 feet

wnen

onds !

The boiler is the same size as that iu
the steamer New Brunswick, and at the At-

never

ery is being built, it is said that this new steamer will have more power in
proportion to her
size, than any steam vessel for which they

have ever furnished machinery.

secure

at

the

same

|

time to

prevent rolling. The
great objection to propeller* is their lack of

stiffness, and
to

is

side.

their

disposition

to

and yet so
No gascon-

No flourish.

respects”

Varid's Island

mean,.

roll from side

our

epigastrium in aliout

three

scattering
ruby jets
every hand. To
judge of them by their exterior they seem to
he as harmless as a puppy, and might faint at j
the death of a fly. Our beloved brother,commander-in-chief of the Advertiser, is one of |
these. Hut how deceptive are appearances!
Nothing suits him lietter, under the w inning
typhoid fever.
aspect that he wears, than to play w ith the
Long Inland College Hospital, Brooklyn.
heads of those miscreants who offend him, as
J. B. Atkins, 2d reg't. F, Exeter, wounded
though they were the balls of a bowling-alley. in hack by shell; Philo Bence, llth reg't, died
He cries out, “Set ’em up,’’ and w itb a tenJuly 14ih—buried at Greenwood; Michael Deits

on

ban, 2d reg't. I, Portland, wounded linger;
Chas. A. Lowell, llth reg’t, I). Springfield,
died July 17th—fever—buried at Greenwood;
Chas. II. Wallace, 5th reg’t, 15. Portland,
wounded thigh: E. S. Norwood, 5th reg’t, (’,
Saco, wounded arm; C. A. Whitney, 2d reg't,

strike he howls them down with a single ball.
When business in this line is dull at home, he
plans pleasant excursions abroad, that he may

With their usual round Imttoms there

nothing
easily

to prevent this. A round log w ill
in the water, and lie upon either
side with almost equal readiness. Reduce it ! roam over battle-fields, and play at shuttlecock with fleshless bones! How fascinating
to a triangular shape and rolling is
impossible. 1
and gentle are such pursuits, and how they
It will float with one of Its accutc angles down
tend to sweeten a naturally amiable temper!
and a flat side up. This well known fact is
Into such hands have we fallen! How hopesufficient to suggest the reason why a vessel
less 1s the chance for escape 1 We are to be
of such deadrise will be stiffer in the waterthan
j
at six this morning.
If the day is
one
on the under side more like a
: renpected
roll

shaped

log.

As this vessel is not intended] for shallow water, but for the line between Bath and Boston,
there is no practical difficulty in the
way of
her unusual draught—12 feet—for a vessel of
her size, while the large draught affords
opportunity for combining stiffness with the perfect submergence of the wheel. In mode of fin-

ish she resembles the gunboats of last year,
having the same kind of Iron straps diagonally
crossing her timbers upon the inside, and the
same strength of knees,size of bolts, and solidity of frame beneath the boiler, machinery and
other exposed parts. The frame isofhaekinetack, the ceiling do., and covered with oak

plank

four inches

thick; the same as is used
large ships. She is lteing constructed
under the careful supervision of Master Frank
Packard—one of the most thorough masterbuilders in the city—ami it is to be ready for
cargo by the first of September.
And what, it may be asked, do the Bath
shipbuilders see ahead to stimulate them to effort? Answer: they look through and beyond tlic gloom of the hour. At present their

tt)>on the

j

fair the funeral cortege will
it rain, it will lx- delayed.

G, Etna, debility.
Brooklyn City Hospital.
Geo. K. Ingalls. 2d reg’t, 15, Wilton, typhoid
fever; Asa B. Young, llth reg't. G, West
Gouldslsirough, typhoid fever ami diarrhea.
Died.

at seven; if
J. It. Barlow, 4th reg't, H, died on board of
Let the clouds I Daniel Webster, July 17; S. A. Averill, 4th
reg’t, E. died at Harrison Landing, July 10;
weep, if they will, over our unearthed remains.
F. A. Sprague, 6th reg’t. died at West PennOur eulogist w ill lx- our slayer. He harbors
sylvania Hospital, July 14.
no animosity, and fulfils but a great
public du-

Like lirutus, “he loves

ty.

move

not

the Press less,

Yarmouth Does her Duty.
large and enthusiastic town meeting of
the citizens of Yarmouth, held at the Town

but the Advertiser more.”

We are in the way
of his great purposes, and as he strikes he

At

weeps.
We trust our friends will see the necessity
of our exit, and not he hard on this learned

pundit

who deals the blow.

House,

All we ask

is,

that
“When you shall speak of us.
S|wak of us as we are, nothing extenuate,
Nor set down aught in malice.
SlROROXS FOR TUB Akmy.—The following
j
surgeons accompanied Col. LUiot and Surgeon j
General Gareelon to the Army of the Potomac,
viz:
Dr. Pratt of New

Lewiston, Dr.
oi'Monmouth,

Sharon,
Waterford, Dr. Marston
Wedgwood of Durham and

Holt of
Dr.

j

Dr. Waterhouse of Buxton.

I)r. Martin of

on

votes were

We shall submit

with the liest grace possible.

a

Wednesday evening, the following
unanimously passed;

pays $55

the State bounties.

bounty

in addition to

approbation.

a

ing

|

fy*The

|

Advertiser has a letter
which states that the family of Hon. Mr. Wick-

the lltth O. S., which will lie on Friday.
Bath w ill turn out en masse. The locality is

Mobile

city,
requisition

below the

sand nickel cents
so as

long

doubtless

probably

day and will

do

the demand continues.

as

It is

a

and

j

extensively circulated through the

rebel camp at Richmond that our army lias
been reinforced by that of Ilalleck's.
The Lowell Courier

city

j

predicts that

that

will lie the ltrst in Massachusetts to report

j

I

Earnest and very

appropriate

chanic Falls.

A vote was then passed, without a (linscnt| inij mice, authorizing the Town Treasurer to
tik lewll rrtllinlooe

service of the U. S.
have liecn raised, leaving 175 to till her
quota. The bounty offered is $110.

men

By

Farmington Chronicle learns that
Hathaway, of Mercer, is projiosing
army. He has opened a recruiting

The

Rev. J. \V.

!

to

the

join

office and

as an

additional inducement to

list at his office he

en-

refunds the amount allow-

ed by government to the recruiting officer,

to

the recruit.

of

new

potatoes of his own

The

new

Treasury

raising.

bills of denomina-

^yin Chatham, Mass., 23d hist, a war
meeting was held, eleven persons volunteered,
being the eutire quota of the town. The first
man to eidist was Rev. E. B French, and he
was followed by Rev. A. Hall.
The Bath Times says that Edwin It.
Ramsay of that city, private in Co. A., 3d Me.

Reg., was taken prisoner at the battles before
Richmond, and is now a prisoner at the latter
place.
Gardiner offers $25 bounty to volunteers in addition to that offered by the State.
X. K, Chadwick, Esq., an enterprising merchant of that city, has offered $5 additional to
all who will enlist in hi« ward.

gy 111

the town of

the five perwho were chosen officers of the militia,
for the

war.

Fire.—The McGowan house, nearly oppo-

nearly destroyed by fire between one and two o'elock A. M., Tuesday. It
was owned by X. Woods, Esq., and occupied
by the family of Augustus llailey. Loss on
the house about $1000-—nearly covered by insurance.
Mr. Bailey lost ill housekeeping
goods about $75.—[Gardiner Journal.
2;y The Farmington Chronicle says the
quota of troops for Franklin County is nearly
depot,

was

ry Talking

with

whom we had known

Republican.

a

distinctive anti-

he remarked that he was sick and

tired of all soft work with the rebels. He
would seise and confiscate their property with-

scruple, hang

their

leaders,

and if

our

free

negroes can be made available for military purposes, he would arm and use them. They

good to be used in shooting
rebels, and they might as well be shot at as
white people! Our friend is a man after our

are none

own

too

heart.

I'lF” We learn that the contract for subsistenre lor the IWth regiment Inis been awarded
to Messrs. McLellan & Moses, and that for
fresh beef to Mr. David
—[Hath Times.

Sparks,

all of this

i'ff“ It is said the operation of the
bill will be

|>ostponed

An amendment of the

until the

bill,

city.

new

1st of

Tax

Sept.

added

the final passage of the bill in

generally understood, allows

not

just before
Congress, and
the Secretary

of the Treasury to postpone the operation of
the act. if he shall tlnd it necessary, and until
such time

as

he shall

judge

proper.

2: j^'The World’s Washington correspondsays the Government detectives have arrested Capt. McKenzie, of the British army,

ent

and

|

ill

Capt. Whitaker,

an

and trial.

ness

attempt

to

the

sum

be

paid

Some

sixty stout-hearted,

have already gone to the war,
believe that our quota, under the Pres-

and

we

ident
few

recent

s

call,

will be

forthcoming

days.

in

a

R. p. \y.

of the volunteer service,
a duel
oil Arlington

light

Heights. McKenzie, in default of bail, has
been sent to jail, under the law preventing du-

domestic ports.

1

3*5

Also

23d, ship Emily Augusta. Strickland, Philbark Lucy A Niekela, Ford, Havana; brig
of Portland, from Cienfiirgos; schs J C
Speedaway.
( aliioun. Hurch. Bathurst NB; S T
King, Clendcunin. Calais; I'niou, Libbr, Mac bias. Arabella, Mass

United States 7 3-10

Addison.
Alroar 24th. barks H H Stephenson,
Kavanllla;
lias kern, New Orleans; Mary Bentley, Bristol Ebrigs Breeze. Cumberland Harbor; San .?nan, TV
basco; Thomas Edward*. Palermo; A Horton Cnba:
sell* Joseph Grice, Port an Prince;
Mirover, New Orleans
C ld 22<1. ship* New World,
Macodnck. Liverpool;
Rhine, Jloorc. Lontion; brig William f'onrins
Harbor Grace NF; schs Louisa
Agues, Walsh,
fax; .1 Reed, McAlmon, Baltimore;
George Downes.
Paine, and Free Wind. Jones.
Mary
Frances, Barbour, and Franklin, Niles; Portland:

Treasury Notes.1**2}

Halil

Philadelphia;

•6,850.do..1181

2.500 .do.Ill}
82312 .do.118]

Trailer. Piston,

and Charts
Car. Reed. Loudon; barks Huntress. Whehlen, Shanghae: Azelia
Davis, Rio Janeiro; Voyager, Freeman. Tarragona;
Adeline C Adams, Hemingway. Londondcrrv GoodDunton. Tralee I; Casco. Gardner. Trinidad;
•jmwmI.
Ellen Stevens, Thomas, New Orleans;
brigs Concord
Smith, Bristol E; George Downs, Paine, Phiiadelphia: schs Mary Alice. Gibson, Harbadoes; John
Randolph, Mall, Philadelphia; Matanra*. Blake doOtter Rock, Lane.Baugor; Rhode
Island, Kelley!
Augusta.
HAVEN. Ar 22d. sch Mischief,
Gardner.

7.45 AM aud 2 1*31.

EASTERN—Arrive** at 1.46 PM. Close* at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from East port Me, 8t
John NB and the British Provinces, Tuesday and
Friday morning*. Closes Mondays aud Thursdays
7
4 PM.

EUROPE, via Quebec—Closes ev*ry Friday at 12 M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.46 PM. ( lose* at’12 M.

COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 PM.
9 PM.

Kockport.

Philadelphia, Poole,
”bi>',*
Clv<-tpool ;*..pt«b»',

rS}6..
f*k-

Portland Pawl Ofllce Mail Arrangements.
WESTERN—Arrives at 12.40 aud 8 PM. ('loses at

rjXKW

Closes at

STONINGTON.
Ar 23d, sch Albert
Jameson,
Jameson, New York for Belfast.
IDENCE. Ar 28«l, brig Chesapeake,

0PROY

_MARRIED.

Evans.

Shields via Stromncss.
X F.WPORT. Ar 22-1 sch A rchelans,
Haskell, New
\ ork lor Rockland (ai d sailed SRI).
Also ar 23d. sch Northern Light, Lane, New
York
for Bangor.
NEW BEDFORD. Ar 23d. brig
Drlmndo, Karannagh. 8t John NB.
Ar 23.1. brig Mary. Wihmn. Bueno.
Ayrea»l3ult; ach. Eric, t.illev, French Crow- St
Lawrence,
Murth., Butrman. and Lucinda
Gould, Machiaa; Alexandria, Yeaton. Milibridge: S
B StcbMna, Thompaou. Baugor: Jamea. Winchenbach, Waldoboro: t nqurttc. Southard. WiacamctSanta Maria, tiritlin. Freeport.
Also ar 24th. Br aieamahip A.ia,
-, Liverpool
12th iaet, via geern.town 18th. and Hal tty x
Cld 28<1, bark Speedwell. Tavlor, Cadiz;
brig Abbott Lawreuce, Fuller, Uaitiinbrr via Kortreaa Monroe: rcha Kate Sargent. Brown. Jeremle: Hanover.
Cue. Miragoane; H E Wratou. Fuh, Baltimore; D L
Sturge., Norria, and Eterglaile. Pickett, Philadel-

In this city 23d inst,
Rev Henry D Moore, Mr
Joseph Y Hodsdon to Miss Georgia A Small, both of
this city.
In this city 23d inst,
Robert Pennell, Esq, Mr
Dennis McGoverin to Miss Margaret
Gugin, both of
this city.
In China, 24th inst. by Rev Sir Ilerce, Mr John T.
Hull, Esq, of this city, to Miss Angie M Hanscom, of
China.
In Farmington 16th, Mr Robert Blake, of Salem,
to Mis* Hannah Higgins, of
In Auburn 13th, Rev Win A Start to Miss Lena C
Stevens.
In Jonesboro, Sylvester M Smith to Miss
Cynthia
Andrews.
In Turner lOtb.Dr Albion fierce to Miss Olive Ann
Clark, both of Greene.
lu Rome 15th, Alvin Rock wood to Miss Sarah Jane
Rock wood, both of Belgrade.
In Gardiuer 14tb. Mr Aaron Dudley to Miss Elizabeth Waltz, both of G; 15th. Mr E Turner, Jr, to
Miss Martha A Pink ham. both of G.

by

by

fio.STON

guiinby;

*»d^^

phia: Light Boat. Clark. Frankfort.

Aleo cld 23d. acha Fraacea Artbemua. Cole. Pictou;
Grace, Brown, Lcpreaux NB; «>lobe. Snowman.
Bangor.
GLOUCESTER. Ar22d. schs .1ohn Ruggles, Bangor for Providence; Lookout. Harper, Calais for New
Y ork.
SALEM. Ar 24th. brig Potomac, GQlian, Bissau
Africr, 23d ult.
Wist‘ASSET. Ar 20th. sch C atharine.
McNear,
and l nion, Gheslev. Bouton.
Sailwi 21.t, ach S H Pool, MrFaddeu, New Haven.
BANG! IK. Ar 22d. ach lbiuict Breed, Hart, Port-

DIED.
Mechanic Falls 22d inst. br Rev II llsley. Mr J
ot Minot, to Miss Sylvinia K Caswell, of

( ram.

Woodstock.

In Gardiner 14th. Mrs
aged 24 years;

Elizabeth, widow of / 31
21st, Adelaide li. daughter
Mansfield Steward, aged 24 years.
lu Rockland 18th. Adtlie E, danghter of
Capt
R and Mary Pillsbury, aged 4 years 11 mouths and 29

Campbell,

land.
fid

23d. hrig
Heyward, Powera, Antigua and
a mkt: acha Elizabeth,
Gray, and Nile, Crockett,
Portland.
BATH. Ar 23d. bark Emma F Harriman, Harri-

davg.

lu

ar

C

Coupons. August 19,.117
83,115 American Gold...f]gj

22d.
Farmington
of Ahial

Dr I> li Walker, of Cincinnati,
Walker. Esq, of t.ardiner.
31
rs
Eliza P Vow, aged 91 years;
Augusta 20th,
17th, Emm a, wife of W Arnold Knight, of Roibury,
3Iass, aged 32 years.
In East Hebron 18th, Mrs Laura A. wife of W X
Foster of Augusta, aged 29
years 6 raos.
At \ orktow u, Va. in the WpitaJ, Simon D Rand*
lett, ot 31ouson, Co F. 7th Me Kegt. aged 32 vears.
At Twelve Mile Bar. Feather River, Cal. 'Mav 24,
by drowning, Wm Perkins, of t.ardiner, aged about

O,

I'°-

adelphia;

81.146.do.107}
81335 U. S.

ol

M“ry

<**«“; brig

Uud.Grant!

the Fitch-

•6,000 .do.
102
866.900 ...do. 102}
8250 United States Coupons, two year*.I093
86,939 United States Demand Note*.\ffJi

At

Laconia,

and

22d, barka Sea Eagle.
iuat; Moonbeam, Dow,

kie. Brown, Konduut for Boston; schs Free Wind
loner. Hartford for Philadelphia ; Jenny

8450n United States Coupon Sixes (1881). 98
834,500 .do.

J

Ar
tn|,

En^s^aX^r-W*y~-K**

BROKERS* BOARD BOSTON. Jaly *4.

at

HILADKLPlIlA.

NEW YORK. Ar 22d, ships Monarch of the Sea
Spencer, Liverpool 18th ult; >>.raid. y 'k
barka Patinos. Spring, Calculi, and Sand
f°r;
Heads
March 12; Mendl, Smith. Philadelphia; brig Milwlu*

Ordinary consists of the Bulls, and the refuse lots.
Sheep, extra includes Comets, aud wheu those of
inferior quality are thrown out.
There were 14 cars over the Grand Trunk and
Eastern Railroad; 118 over the Boston aud Lowell;

•500

Her

t
heaapeake, and assistt,pt i,c(ji"rrBy' °f ,bip pre-

5rj“:u«n*,.W v"VkH*W)"’

Steers.

over

^

mutinied while in the

Howes, Turks Islands

3400

—of those

*
c ah u a n o

5,h' Urk Ttl,'gr*1',‘' Gn"'

wIH/Elu**!J,°*<T*hine, Nickerson,
Da via, do.

B.—Beef, extra and first quality includes nothing bnt the best large, fat. stall-fed Oxen.
Second
quality includes the best grass fed Oxen,
the best stall-li d Cows, aud the best three year old

Fitchburg;
Albany.

Ar

sc.Trsssr

N.

over the
were from

Vi, TV

RHow. brig Billow, Cottrell, from Boston

crew

Massachusetts,.196.
York. 49. 630..
Western. 42.
Canada. 31. 580.

burg

ed fo rd

rSSgl?*”-

New

and 34

A
e w

BA 1,11 MOKE. Ar 22d, ships Ocean
Pearl,Crowell,
Boston In ba last, to load for San Francisco;
Premier
Met.llvrey, do to load for do; hrig Trenton, Atherton, fortress Monroe; schs Sarah Helen. Sherman
Bangor; Francisco, Kilby, Port laud
Also ar 22d, ship Scotia. Mack,
Liverpool- bark
Agnes, Thompson. St ,lag°; brigs Martha Wsshing*■*’ a,,d’ P°rtl*ud; Del moat Locke.
Veazie, Boetin’

Number from each State:—
Cattle. Hh’pA I/bs. Calve*. Horses.
Hampshire, 196. 930..
1064.
Vermont. 241

560

tait, *N

8

mau,

sou

Lucy

Liverpool.

In

IlKAiKji

AitrEKs

8th Maine

Vols.,
Beaufort, S. C. )
I

Dr. Sir:—I acknowledge the receipt tonlay
of Nine Hundred Havelocks, per steamer, and

Regiment

of Vol-

nuteers, I tender through you, to the Ladies’
Committee of the city of Portland, our sincere
thanks and

good

wishes.

May

their

paths
flowers of happi-

life be strewn with
ness. and in the end may we all meet in the
circle above, where the Supreme Architect of

through

the Universe

presides.
Fraternally

yours,

:y By
lowing cases

express this

morning,

the

fol-

forwarded to the Sanitary
Commission, Washington, D. C.:
2 cases from Ladies' Committee, Portland,
to Miss S. B. Fairs., U. States Hospital, Rhode
cases

NpirimnlM*' Pic-Vic.
SFIRITTAL ASSOCIATION, with thrlr
Iricuda. will mak? their annual F1C-MC EXIT KSION to the Inland*, on

THE

Mai’s are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from I
Jverpool call at
Queenstown, except the CauaUiau line, which call at

Satcrdat, Ji-ly 20tii,

in the Barok Comfort—leave Atlantic Wharf at 9
A M., and return nt Mich time an the company may

Londonderry.

desire.
to a mu v K.

City

Wadiing’n.Liverpool.New

North American.
Asia ..Liverpool.New

York

July

York
York.

July

July

.Liverpool.Quebec.July
York July
York July
Saxouia.Southampton.New
Etna

.Liverpool.New York. July
Australasian.Liverpool.New York. July
TO

i

5
9
9
10

12
Id
10
19

DEPART.

Eastern.New York. Liverpool.July 20

Great

Norwegian. Quebec.
New

/.

York.New York

Uver|iool.July
Bremen.Aug

91
2

ii

44

fyshould the went her be unfavorable the

R

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
NS. Sch Sworiliish—13u tons plaster

ST GEORGE NB.

Sch

N J Miller.

Mary

FREHERICKTON NB

Ann—70 M ft

N J Miller.

lumber

€.

Winthrop

2

Mechanic

2
2

44

Falls, San’y Com.

Freeport,
Farmington,

“

AS

A l ARI N I:

N

I.-,...,.,... e..-

...

..:t.i

AVS.

or

proclamation.

HERETOFORE.

Portland, July 22. 18*2.

Sin

HIGHLAHD B0ARDIMG-BCH00L
FOH BOYS,
IN BETHEL, MAINE.

ARRIVED.
Sch Swordfish, O’Brien. Windsor NS.
Sch Julia, (Br) Anderson, Frcderickton NB.
Sch 3lerrili. Johnwou, Boston.
Sch Wm t. Eadie, Thurlow, Newburvport.
Packet Jenny Lind, Hamilton. Saco.’
Packet Excursion. Hamilton. Bhldefnrd.
Steamer Forest City, Field.Boston for St John NB.
Steamer Lewiston, knight. Boston.

CLEARED.
Sch Albion, (Br) McFadden, Maitland NS, master.
Sch Noel, (Br) Master*. Hautsport Ns. master.
Sch Edinburg, (Br) Sprague. Frcderickton NB,

lieraey.

Fletcher k Co.
Sch Bold Runner, 31aloncv, St Andrews NB. N J
Miller.
Sch Julia Newell. Trott. Baltimore, M B Nickerson,
Sch Laurel. Parker, Fiaukfort, mafter.

mence on

1

circular

sold in Now Ynrlt

on

nrivat.

&JjF6hip H
parties

sold to

C
in

Winthrop,
New York

X.

terms not

7 P*At Waldoboro several vessels

I

j

st ruction,

transpired,
in

con-

i

Proprietor

and
dfc w4w6

Principal.

Shetland Paajr.
SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
ponv, seven years old. weighs about 400 pound*,
kind in all harness, and reliable for children to ride

F>R

or

Iinii.

are now

T. TRUE. M. A..

1

drive.

July 24th.

Baltimore, has been

at
ou

to

Bethel, July 25th, 18*3.

tV A2 bark Theoda. 440 tons, built at East port in

185*’». lias

SECOND YEAR of this School win comTuesday, Sept. 2d. 18*2.
advantages for instruction in this school are
excellent. The unmber of scholar* will be limited,
and even* possible attention be given for their improvement.
For reference* and further information, send for a

THE
The

.1.

cation of the confiscation and militia nets with
tin- conservative war policy which thus far
has marked every act of his, or message, order

WHARF,

Flour, Produce and Provision Buiinen,

TharMlaf, Jaly 24*

...

TO

Where be will continue the

days.14

PAPERS.

New Yoke, July 24.
The Herulil has sensation dispatches from
Washington to the effect that between the radicals and conservatives the Cabinet has been
upon the verge of a complete dissolution—
that Mr. Seward made up his mind to resign
his position. His conciliatory anil magnanimous counsels were to be
superseded by violent measures demanded by our alxilition fanatics. That his retirement would have led
to the entire reconstruction of the Cabinet,
and that to avoid such embarrassments at this
crisis, and especially to retain the invaluable
services of Mr. Seward, the President has re-

BROWN,

HAS RKMOVBP

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sensation Despatches—Reported Dissensions
in the ('nhinet—Arrext of Rebels—Xoble
Conduct of Union Suryeonx.

D.

oval.

NEW STORE, No.3 UNION

|

Pari*

1

© xxl

Julia-40M ft lumber

Sch

excur-

postponed.

3\ INDSOR
master.

31 IN I ATI RE ALMANAC—Friday, July 25.
Sun rises, morn.4 41 I Length of
50
Sun *ef». eve.7 31 Moou rises ..3 25
High Water, morn.9 41

Fryeburg, San'y Com.

The place M-leeted for the Pic-NIc has nerer been
utted by the Spirituali»u. and is out of the
pleamatest on the island*.
A Chowder will be provided for all, but
persons
must provide themselves with spoons and dishes.
ITTickrtu for the Kxcundou for adults, 25 cents:
children, 15 cents, including chowder; to be had of
R. I. Hull,
Thos. I*. Bkals,
X. A. Foster
J. W Mansfield,
John Oldall,
and on the boat.

sion wilt be

mission.
2 case from

ADVERTISEMENTS.

POSTPONED TO JU1Y 26tE.

SAILING OF OCEAN ST E A MSHI PS.

were

from Ladles’ Com.. Portland, to Sanitary Commission, Washington.
1 case from Bath to H. C. Leonard, ltd Me.
1 case from East Winthrop, Sanitary Comt>

NEW

45 years.

rersia.Liverpool.New
Unnan.Southampton.New
of

S. F. Twitchell.
Mtyor Commanding 8th Me. Vols.

gentleman yesterday,
as

to

brave fellow s

LATEST BY EVENING
a

days,

same

when mustered into service.
New Gloucester has not lieen deaf to the
call of her country (in this, its hour of dark-

made up.

out

the

July

Mew

Island.

Swanville,

immediately volunteered

!

ithin ten

dollars;

in behalf of the 8th Maine

weeks.

site the

w

mkn ok«ll

Mil G. It. Davis:

tions below five dollars will be issued in two

sons

hundred

one

Seward Dill, Esq., of Phillips, has presented the Chronicle editors with a mess of
tine

remarks were

made by Adjutant E. M. Shaw, of Lewiston,
now recruiting for the 10thMaine
regiment;
and also by Otlio W. Burnham, Esq., of Me-

ntll’

IS, 1st 84 SO, Ion 70. brig Orison Adams, Kinnev, from Portland for Matanzax
*ou
*h*I' G F Patten,fm Genoa
for l mted .State;}.

of fattlo at market r.*»: nbont 460

■———

A meeting of the legal voters of New Glouj ecster was held last Wednesdry, P. M., to see
steamers will Ire in
to accomodate I what
bounty the town would pay to those who
those who wish to attend. It is also probable
are willing to peril their lives to
preserve from
that special trains will he run over the Kennethe hands of rebels, traitors, and demons, that
bec A Portland and the Androscoggin roads.
j government which has ever lieen their protecThe Mint is coining two hundred thoution, their pride, and their glory.
miles

C'a«ifcrid*e Market—Jal, 83.
Whole imml.i

Beeves ami 1 If* Stores, consisting of Working Oxen.
Milch Cows, ami on**, two ami three year old.
Prices of Market Iteef—Extra 86 25 •& ft 60: first
quality 86: second quality 8ft 50; third quality 84.
Working Oxen—p pair. t75 a 150.
Cows and Calves—$25, 30 n. 42
Yearlings, none; two years old, 817 a 19; three
years old, 820 a 21.
Sheep and Lambs—3400 at market; prices In lots
4.
82 n 2 2ft each; extra 82 80, 3
Spring Lambs—82 00 ;«£ 4 60.
ilides—6 a 6}c p lb.
Tallow—6}i* 6} p lb.
Pelts—75
87c each.
Calf Skins—8 « 9c p lb.
Veal Calves—from 84 00 to 86 50.

Town Meeting in New Gloucester.

to

twelve

j

R. W. LORD, Kenncbunk Depot.
dim

18*3.

The Last Chance

follow*:—Joseph (lark k Sou are builddrip of about 12»*> tons; Schwartz & ( astner
apt ( has Comerv, a double deck brig of about
450 tons; Heed, Welt k Co, a double deck brig of 400
tons, aid a schooner ofdDO tons; Wm Kish Jr, a sch
of about 500 tons; W F storer is also going to build a
schooner of about 3U0 tons.
as

ing a
and (

rrncHAsn-

-to
The Herald’s Washington dispatch says reliel sympathizers in Baltimore give the followHARDWARE AT COST!
ing: Stonewall Jackson with u moderate
force is to lie sent to the valley of tile Shenandoah to keep Gen. l’ope occupied. A small
-IS ATforce under Magruder is to push down the
DISASTERS.
Peninsula, to threaten Newport News, and
169 MIDDLE STREET,
Ship Aramede Snow, from Bueno* Ayres, (before
reported) got ou a mud bunk ou the morning of May
prevent the removal of troops from that |H>int;
5, m going up the river at Bassrin, ami ban not got |
and hIkihI 50,000 more are to be pushed to
off ou the 11th. It w as thought that she would sus- I Where, for thirty days, may be found an assortJames river, below Gen. McClellan’s position,
tain no damage.
ment of
while the rest of the army at Hichmoml is to
The steamer which was in collision w ifh sch Ad**- i
march rapidly on to Washington.
laide, in Hell Gate, was the City of Boston, not tin*
The steamer North Star, from Aspiuwall,
City of New York.
lias arrived with $87f,000. The advices from
Per steamship North American, at (Quebec.
New Grenada are not important.
Arat Accra. Africa, 12th ult, Manchester, Webber,
Two French meu-of-war are at Accapulco. i from
All of which must be sold, to close up tbe business,
In ward Air New York.
A body of Mexicans, under Garibnldian olfi- !
before Sept. 1.
Sailed from st Helena 1st ult, Guiding Star, Hale,
Boston.
have
erected
a
(from
Calcutta)
to
eers,
battery attempt to sink
sailed from Cadiz 2d iust. Mary Edsou, Nickerson,
them.

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,

eling
iff' All over the State we hear of towns
J. fl. BITKNAIff, Afc't*
New York.
| that have furnished already more than their
ju!23—lm
Ar at London 10th, Martha Clay. Deshon. Sagua
! quota of soldiers. Where is Waldoboro? We
Sailed from Londonderry 6th inst, Hobcrt Treat,
Fredeiiicksiuro, July 23.
JOHN W. Ill IT N U ER,
Bobbins. New lork.
have heard nothing from her yet.
Pursuant to the order of Gen. Pope, Capt.
Sailed from (Queenstown 8th inst, Harry Booth,
of Gen. King’s stall', arrested last
NOTARY PUBLIC,
I
Chandler,
Chipmau, (from Matanzas) for Gcuoa.
iff’' The editor of the Hallowed Courier
night four of the most influential citizens of
Ar at Liverpool 9th iust. George Hurl but, Masson,
be pleased to NOTE, EXTEND and RE\TT1LL
! calls for more light and less sentiment. Why, | Fredericksburg
Messrs. Knox, Barton, Gill
New York.
Y Y CORD any protest that may be wanted by the
Sailed 8th, Hemisphere, Taylor, New York.
commercial community
A share of business is reeI then, don’t he set an example? He is not too j and Dillford, to lie held as hostages for the re- j
Entered for big 9tn, Am I'niou. Hubbard, for New
pectftilly
requested.
of
lease
certain
Union
men
carried
otf
the
old to stop a ball.
by
York.
rebels last spring. The parties were taken
PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.
iff' The towns of Yarmouth, Harrison, | from their beds late at night
Per steamship Asia, at Boston.
Jull7-d8w
and sent to WashCld at Marseille* 8th iust, Henry Gillespie. Smith, j
Dresden, and others too numerous to mention, ington this morning.
New York.
I'lrdcfd Railroad Bonds for Sale.
have voted $100 bounty for recruits to HU up
Sailed 8th. llenrr, Wilson. New York.
milK Subscntier will Mil at Public Auction to tbe
Fortress
23.
Monroe,
July
at
Ar
10th.
Benares,
Flushing
their respective, quotas.
We wish we had
Hinckley, Akyab.
A highest bidder on tue 31st of July, 18d2. at elevTire Union prisoners who arrived yesterday
Ar at ilclvoet 9t)i inst, Minerva. Dm me ren, Boston.
en o'clock A. M
at the office of Nathaniel Brown.
| room to give each one a separate column.
Cld at London 10th, Fanny Feru, Caun, Bostou;
on the Kennebec, will remain in the
hospitals 11th.
Broker.
132 Exchange Street, Bonds of the AnJohn Bunyan. Carver, do.
at
and
near
this
(tad
to the amount ol^JHtXMI),
Rail
Highland Boahding School.—We call
place for the present. There
Passed Broad* lairs loth, Dauiel Webster, Bpeuccr, ; droscoggiu the third Co.,
securetl dv
are about 200 ou the boat;
mortgage of said Railroad, dated
most of them are
from New York for London.
attention
of
others
and
to
also
parents
interested,
Ibn*. 11. 186ri:
|
Coupons Nos. 2. 8, 4. 6, 7, 8. 9, 10
doing well. They were well treated by the ! Ar at Deal 10th, Casilda, Stafford, from Baltimore aud
11. belougidg to said Boutis. uow due; also, anthe advertisement of our esteemed friend, Dr.
! for Hotterdam.
were
rels-is,
lot
of
said
only they
other
|
kept closely routined,
Mortgage Bonds, amounting to
Cld at Liverpool 10th, Kiueo, Peterson.Kio Janeiro
N. T. True, ol Bethel. Highland Boarding
and their food was bail, but this was not so
$1200.00; and oupons, belonging to the same houds.
and Amherst.
Nos. 6, 7. 8, 9.10 aud 11, now due. All said bonds
Ent for big 10th, John Curtis, Alexander, for BosSchool is situated in the beautiful village at i much from design as from necessity. They
and coupons are pledged for debts of said corporai say the federal surgeons at Kiehiuond acted
ton; Trimouutaiu, Field, Shanghai*.
tion, aud are to be sold to raise the uiouey.
| Bethel Hill, three quarters of a mile from the I nobly and self-sacritlcing toward our sick and
IIK.NKY S. BURGESS,
FOREIGN
FORTS.
station on the G. T. Kailroad, and 70 miles
Auctioneer.
Portland. Julv 11. 1802.
wounded prisoners, going where they go, and
At Havre 7tl» inst, ships Ina Kiiss**ll, Keller, for
11,18*26.29.31.
dj>
<
from Portland. Dr. True is know n to be one
remaining with them while in prison, taking
New York, ready; SK Malory. Lester, for Boston
them
both
care of
night and day.
15th.
ol the best teachers in the State, and we corTo LH.
Ar at Falmouth A 7th iust, ship Lathy ette, Small,
Union troops are almost daily arriving, makA BRICK HOUSE on Gardenst,eleven
dially bespeak for him a liberal patronage.— ing a very short stay and passing
Rangoon.
Janies
up
saib-d from Bristol 5ih iust, bark Pilot Fish,Haven,
rooms aud all other convcuieuces, all In
What he don’t know about teaching the young
river to join Gen. McClellan or Gen. BuruCardiff.
good repair
side's division.
idea how to shoot, is’nt worth knowing. •
At Martinique 27tli ult. brig Beaver. Tap ley, from
No. 11 Brackett Street,
j Also HOUSE
sc\eu or eight rooms all lu
The weather continues cool and the sick are
Lcontaining
Bangor, disg, having sold cargo of lumber.
1
Gen. Siieim.kv.—We understand that this
7th
Cuduuuted,
Pasted
Turks
Islands
inst,
ship
good repair.
by
now rapidly recovering; many are now conIiu|uire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Wilder St.,
May, from New Orleans, with troops.
gentleman, the Military Governor of Louisiana, valescent.
dtf
Poi Hand, July 19, 1802.
J F DAY.

Voted, That the {Selectmen be authorized to offer
any volunteer citizen of the town of Yarmouth, recruits of the number allotted to said town of Yarmouth to furnish, the sum of one humlred dollars,
additional to the bounties payable by the State and
Federal (governments; and that the same he paid
whenever the enlisted volunteer shall lie mustered
into the service of the Flifted Statea, provided such
enlistment be made before drafting by authority of
the State.
Vott it. That the selwtmen bo authorized to hire on
the credit of the town a sum not exceding &2200, to
pay the bounties authorized by the preceding vote.
Voted, That the proceedings of this meeting be
signed bv the moderator and clerk, aud furnished the
1‘ortland papers for publication.
s. < Blanchard. Moderator,
!
Ukuiikn Cuttkr, Clerk.

Bangor

with his

Post says the President has stated, in the hearing of several gentlemen, that “he had done
with
throwing grass,’ with mild measures,
ami that henceforth should conduct the war
with severity.” He further says that “a
very
long cabinet meeting was held upon the subject, and there was an encouraging degree of
unanimity. There is some tenderness toward
the border slave States, even on the question
of slavery, but none whatever toward the Gulf
and Atlantic slave States.”

[ lifTe, the Union M. C. front Kentucky, has en~jT" The proposed celebration of the landtirely deserted him on account of his adhering of I’ophain's Colony, at the mouth of the ; ence to the Union cause.
Kennebec, is to be the 2ltth of August, answer-

IV m. Horn. 3d reg't. Co. C, wounded knee;
S. G. Jones, 4tli reg’t, G, Wi-cas-et. wounded
foot; Alonzo Armstrong, llth reg., C, typhoid
fever; Geo. Hutchings. 4tli reg.. E, died July
5th; Albert Goodwin, 4lli reg.. It, fever; I-aac
Sherman, 4th reg., H, Knox, wounded thigh;
A. M. Harriman, 3d reg., G. typhoid lever: T.
1’. lioaeh, 1st Lieut., Oth reg., K, East
port,
went home July 114th; \V. Gould,llth reg., H,
Se!*eo, typhoid fever: E. F. l’iper, 4th reg't. F.
Xewburg, wounded in Imnd; A. W. Niekerson. 4th reg't, K, Belfast, typhoid fever—better ; Nathan Palmer. 5th reg., A. Hollis, woundcd linger; Thus. Meagher, llth reg't. F, remitlant fever; John I). Perkins, 2d reg't,
typhoid fever; Harvey II. Guild, 4th reg't, E,

Some men riot In Mood. They are
comfortable as when the arterial tiuid

regiment in a few days.
£y“The correspondent of the New York

by

c «rae.

sec-

will return to his

to

new command.
Efforts are being made
influential parties to have him assigned to
the Department of Texas, and to allow him a
sufficient force to operate in that State against
the rebels.
to

Hospital, opjnjsite Xew Ho-

us so

dred men tit for service.
Then- are about
100 men in the regiment sick. Col. Burnham

consult with

t'W There is some foundation for the report that Gen. Fremont is about being assigned

rheumatic fever; Elias H. Davis, 4th
reg.. A,
Waldo, fever; S. S. Leathers, 4th leg., F,
Brooks, rupture and rheumatism; Cycel P.
Hager, 4th reg't, D, Washington, fever.'

so

is

lantic Works, East Boston, where the machin-

sharp, with three and
object of this being to
greater submergence to the wheel and

proffered

perforating

hour.

In model she is very
deailrise, the

crowded

daintily by this victorious veteran of a
thousand newspaper battle
fields. When he says, “Art thou In health, my
brother?” we know that his dagger will be

The

half feet

kindly

friend is to strike the blow.
We well know what “our

wheel will be 10 feet diameter, and the power
is sufficient to give it 75 revolutions per minute, which will afford a speed of 14 knots per

a

for blood!

So

bcinjj

“He lives in deeds, not words.” So, like
gentlest breeze of a summer morning, he
whispers with his sweetest breath, “our respects to the Daily Press.” What winning
ways he has! And how happy are we made,
if we must be blotted out in this early
springtime of our existence, that our sympathetic

lt!5 feet

and 80 inches stroke.

com-

the

diameter, with 18 flues; and two engines ofSO
inches

ho

ade.

J-iho will ho fur.

long,

w

words:

Modest adversary!

two

upper

Indiana,”

“Our rcspyotn to the lMiily f*renn
out to-day, wiii appear to-morrow.”

peller wheel, and as she
anything ever launrhed upon the Kennebec
waters, we have taken pains to gather a few
details, which may be interesting to those who
aee beauty in a ship, or admire such noble
structures ot art.

City Hospital, Hroadtcay.
Geo. Lynch, 11th reg’t, Co. A, New York,
relapse of fever; Jacob W. Gardiner, 11th
reg't, C, East Machias. goes home July 21st;
John Stantield. 2d reg't, C, Munson, diarrhea;
... E. Can Bey, 6th reg’t, 1, Ornsville,
typhoid fever.
Bullae's Island Hospital, X. Y. Harbor.
Aug. B. Mi wire, Oth reg't, Co. G, Steuben,
received a furlough ; Geo. W. Knight, Oth reg..
E; Hiram B. Ingalls, 2d reg’t, K. received a
furlough; Frank Prescott and Alonzo BradA. received furloughs; Harrison
ley, Oth reg't,
Wallace, Oth reg’t, G; D. J. Longfellow, Oth
died
reg t, C,
May 23d—fever; J. Sullivan. Sth
reg't. E. Emden. consumption; J. D. Chase,
Sth reg’t, C, Bucktleld. liver
complaint; W.
I.isherness. inti reg't, B, Emden, inflammatory
rheumatism; C. G. Sawyer, Sth reg't. K, Medford. injured in back; M. W. White, Sth reg't.
Jay. liver complaint: James Pelton, Pth reg’t.
G, Houlton, fever; Hiram Brown, 2d reg't, K.
Milford, injured in back; Clias. F. Tilley, 2d
reg't. Masardis, received a furlough; Simon
McCann, 4th reg't. Kocklaud, typhoid fever;
Benj. F. Walter, 4th reg., C. Warren, typhoid
fever; James H. Ilynd, 4th reg., F, Unity,

mands the battalion of editors as well as the
columns of that “gay and festive” sheet, the
Advertiser, issued a neat card yesterday morning, at the bottom of a column, in the follow-

The steamer in process of construction by
Oliver Moses, Esq., one of the most enterprising business men of the State, and the efficient

She will be schooner

“gentleman

from

appointment
with his feelings and

Xetr York

a

the harmless Catawba succeeds the
native wine.

city.

serving of a

illed it. and

from this Ciesar and live. He sentences and
but one cry succeeds—and that is,
“Bring out
your dead.” The hearse follows the axe, as

manner, fastened heavily with eopjier
and iron, modeled finely, and designed to re-

tice.

is declared.

morning! Inexorable
giant, before the swing
of w hose mighty bludgeon great men tremble,
has announced it in form. No one can
appeal
fate has

thorough

of the

and

Our doom

ket" at six o'clock this

These vessels are all built in the most

season.

is

The

every
The “handwriting on the wall" has fixed the day of our
execution. Our head is to "drop into the bas-

the

as

to-day.
gloom pervades us on

our Sixth
Regiment, yesterday,
Augusta. He reports his regiment in pretty good condition, with upwards of four hun-

at

the matter, and that
has been made in accordance

the

is it that
of democratic feel-

commander of

give confidence to the country,
and furthermore, feels confident the President’s
McClellan in relation

slavery. Why

Col. Burnham.—We had the pleasure of a
short interview with Col. Burnham, the gallant

Ilalleck will

to

to

excess

be so ready to denounce every
opposed to human oppression, and
who would make liberty superior to slavery?
With eurh oracles, who wonders that modern
democracy is fast becoming the synonymo of
despotism and heartlessness ?
jy-Tlie Misses Crittenden, twins, aged 14
years, were drowned while bathing in the river near Higganum, Conn., last week.
One
sister being in peril the other attempted to
rescue her, and both perished.

thinks it time civilian management of the war
should end; has no doubt the appointment of

was

an

who is

man

Congressional

late visit to James River

claiming

ing, should

long term, (38th Congress,]
Hon. Sidney Pelham, of Paris, Maj. W. P.
Frye, of Lewiston, Hon. J. G. Hoyt, of Wilton,
and Hon. Hannibal Belcher, of Farmington.
For the short term, in place of Judge Walton,
the candidates are F. A. D. Fessenden. Esq.,
Hon. E. T. Little, of Auburn, and Hon. Nathaniel Pease, of Bridgton.
The Boston Advertiser rejoices in the
appointment of Ilalleck as General-in-Chief;

ington Arenue.
F-. B. Taylor, 2d reg't; Henry C.Long, 11th
reg’t, died July 7th of typhoid, burled at Cypress Hill; A. L. Page. 2d reg't, Co. E; died
July 4th of chronic rheumatism, buried ns
above; (has. J. Ellis, 2d reg’t,Oldtown, wounded tongue and jaw; George K.Cook, lltli reg't,
G, Ellsworth, swamp lever—improving; Hiram ('. Curtis, 11th
reg’t, I, swamp fever—died
July 2d: John Dow, 1st reg’t. K. Lewiston,
swamp fever, improving; E. B. Taylor, 2d
reg't, G, detached for nurse.

people.

papers

in the Held for the

Y., fever—comfortable; Nathan E. Quint,
reg't, C, Gardiner, wounded in right foot.
51»f Street Ladies' IIos})ital, comer of Lex-

glory

and the

cause

in Bangor—Hev. Mr. Battles—bethe latter sees tit to cherish and express
men

sentiments opposed

Hon. Sidney Per ham and Hon. Hannibal
Belcher. Four candidates are, therefore, now-

N.
3d

hich secrete nervous fluid. The harmonious action of the whole can alone rule out
all jealousies, and make our State the
w

hearted

conventions in the
second districts—old and new—has brought
out two new candidates for the long term,—

Bellevue Hospital, 2tlIII Street and East Hirer.
Charles A. Jaquitli. lltli reg't, Co. B; Henry lloacb, 2d reg't, E. swamp fever; Douahl
Mclntire, 3d reg’t, swamp fever—improving:
Elisha Howard, 4th reg't, G. Washington,
slow fever: Frank W. Haskell. :td reg’t, Trov,

prosperity

kindness.

ther of the

List of Maine Soldiers tn Hospitals in New
York and Vicinity, to July 20th.

of one is the real interest of all.
While Portland is, and must remain, the
heart of the State, other cities are qf equal im|K>rtance to the general health, symmetry and

building in Bath alone are as follows,
commencing in the extreme North part ol the
town and going southward, to wit:
ship,

The substantial in-

broad State flourish.

terest

Those

1
1

substan-

have already extended their wharf, with 1*0
feet front. 65 feet into the river, where water
sufficient to float a frigate is found at low tide.

reputation

41An

long—very

tial—the lower part for salt and the upper portions lor other branches of their trade. They

^”A paper before us makes a malignant
fling at one of the purest-mmded. kindest-

Second Congressionai. Districts.—We
understand the announcement that Mr. Talbot
would not be a candidate for nomination at ei-

country.
1 am instructed by the standing committee

of the Historical Society Pi call the attention
of the citizens of Bath to this subject, and to
urge that they will not only co-operate in a
suitable commemoration of this great event,
but that they will take the lead in making arrangements for the occasion.
It is a custom not less honorable than useful,
in all nations, to celebrate the leading events
of their history; thus reviving and keeping
alive in nostcritv. the virtuous deeds, the nstieut fortitude, amt the gallant services of the
founders of their States, and of those who have
illustrated their annals by their lives.—If the
Koek of Plymouth is annually remembered—
if the landing at Jamestown find* a perpetual
echo in song—if the 4th of July and the 22nd
of February shall never fail to inspire the
hearts of loyal Americans, let not the lauding
of the tlrst English Colony in Maine, sink into
oblivious silence!
Your Ob’t Servant,
Wit. Willis,
President of the Maine Historical Society.

of Mass., at the request of Col. Daniel Elliot of
Brunswick, who both have our thanks for their
We are authorised to say that our
soldiers in those hospitals are receiving the
very best of care.

Sin: The government of the U. S.,having
selected the peninsula at the mouth of Kennebec river, us the site of a fortress, and made
preparations for a large and expensive structure, to hear the name of “Popham,” in honor
of George Popham, President of the company
of adventurers, who planted,on the same spot,
the first English Colony on the shores of New
England:—it is thought by the Maine Historical Society, that the occasion ought to be improved, to commemorate this most signal event
in the history of our State.
By a singular coincidence, the new fort will
occupy the same ground on which was erected,
255 years ago, the first English fort which was
built on the Atlantic coast of America, north
of Virginia. This little colony ‘100 landmen’
—left England May 21, 1(107, in two small vessels prepared with things needful to establish
a civilized society on this continent.
Their
historian thus speaks of their early movements.
‘August 17, Capt. Popham in his pynnace with
30 persons, and Capt. Gilbert in his long boat
with 18 persons more, went early in the morning from their shipps in the river S achad choc,
to view tiie river, and to search where they
might find a fitt place for their plantation.—
18th. They‘all went ashore and there made
choice of a place for their plantation at the
mouth or entry of the river, on the west side,
living almost an island.’ The next day. in true
Puritan style, although not strictly puritans, they commenced their grand undertaking,
the opening of a new world to civilization, by
religion* service*. The historian says: Tilth.
They all went ashore, where they had made
choice of their plantation and where they had
a sermon delivered unto them by their preacher.’ They then entered on their work in earnest:
Aug. 10. ‘All went to shore again and
there began to entrench and make a fort, and
to build a storehouse.’
The place selected for their settlement was
Hunnewell’s Point, precisely the spot chosen
by the government for the new fortress; it was
there this first company s]ient a cold and
dreary winter, and •there the gallant Popham
lies buried.
The work of ennetruetion is already begun,
and the superintening Engineer has given assurance that he will permit a commemorative
table to be inserted in the wall, which shall
perpetuate the first attempt to colonize the
State, and mark the wonderful progress of our

so

Aroostook.... WILLIAM SM ALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Well*.

of Bath in relation to the

We copy it from the Bath Times:
To the Honorable the Mayor of Hath :

but the red

be

Society,

Zff~ The Boston Journal thinks the loyal
country will generally rejoice in the appointment of Major General llalleck to the post of
General-in-Chief of the armies of the United
States.

SELECTED.

Jj^”The list of Maine soldiers in the several
hospitals in X. York City and vicinity, published in this paper, was furnished by Col. Brown

a

ers.

doubts.

not to

Mayor

has written

ORIGINAL AND

proposed celebration of the first New England
settlement—long before the settlement at Plymouth—which will be interesting to our read-

enterprise—the shipbuilders
easily as they now do provide
the material for carrying on their trade. Much
of the timber now beingworked up into beams,
ceilings, top-timbers, knees, Jtc., but a few
weeks ago was growing beneath the folds of
St. George’s Cross, but by virtue of reciprocity and the Grank Trunk, it has been transferland

For County Commissioners,
Aroostook... THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr't.
York.1)1 MON ROBERTS, of Lvinan,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

July 16,1862.

letter to the

had,
larch—tlie Canadian hackmatack—affords an
excellent substitue. But for the noble Grand
Trunk Railroad—so largely the fruit of Port-

For Roprereutatives
Congress,
Third District.JAMES ti. BLAINE, of Augu.ta.
A.
1'IKE, of Calain.
Fifth District ..FREDERIC
to

For

the Maine Historical

One remarkable fact may here be stated;
the Bath ships have no rebel element in them.
They come offree noil as well as free labor.

OF SHOWfIKt,AN.

For

Celebration at Fort Popham.
Hon. ffm. Willis, of this city. President of

ships are not doing a heavily paying business'.
But they look forward to a subdued rebellion,
a triumphant country, a restored lotion, a respected flag, from whose blue field no star
shall be stricken; from which no stripe shall
lie erased. They know that peace is a nation’s
normal condition, and that this war, like all
preceding ones, must have an end; and of the
glorious result of that ending they allow them-

THE DAILY PRESS.

—

SPOKEN.

is

expected to spend one day in Portland before lie returns to his official post. (If course
the Portlanders will lie prepared to welcome
and do honor

to

their gallant fellow-citizen.

Philadelphia, July 24.
The Pennsylvania Kail road Company have
contributed $50,000 to provide a boulity for
volunteers.

June 5. lat 8 N. Ion 28 W, ship Borneo, of Rich2* days from London for Callao,
June 30, lat 44 43, lou
42. w as seen a ship, steering E, showing Marrvutt’s signals 3*1 dis peud No

mond,
6082.

Notice.
ROM and after the first of July. Postage Stamj •
and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
je26tf

IN

■

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.
Mii.itia Meeting.—A
last evening at the old City

TO THE

meeting was held
Hall, by the Cai>-

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

establishing
school of instruction.
The meeting being
called to order, Charles P. Kimball. Esq., was
called to the chair, Edward A. Noyes, Esq.,
being chosen Secretary. On motion of Capt,
James Doughty, a committee of seven, consisting of one commissioned officer from each
ward was appointed, to consider the expediency thereof, and to devise ways and means.
The following

expediency

Fortress Monroe. July 23.
The Hygeia Hospital at Fortress Monroe

closed to-day and the patients have all
been removed to the Mill Creek and Cliesa-

Later from Europe.

Insolence

No More

Capt. Morse; 2, IJeut. J. B. Johnson;
3, Capt. Doughty; 4, Capt. Bicknell; 5, Capt.
Albert Webb; ft. Capt. J. E. Carter; 7, Lieut.
Alex. BelL This committee offered the following recommendations, that a school of bat-

of truce mission up the Janies River. The
object of liis visit was to arrange for the exchange of prisoners, hilt the result of his mission is not yet made public. It is to be
supposed that lie was successful, as immediately
upon ids arrival at Fortress Monroe, arrangements were made, and in three hours a
flag of
truce was dispatched up James river with rebel prisoners on board. The steamer Canouicus
conveyed them up the river.
The mail boat John A. Warner, from Harrison Landing, arrived here at half
past tour
and reports all quiet and no news from the
army on James river.
The steamers Knickerbocker and Spaulding
are on the way down the river with 000 additional sick and wounded prisoners from Richmond, one goes to New York and the other to

of Prisoners.

Spirits in the Navy.

Ward 1,

Cheering

Location of New Hospitals.

talion drill be established, and also that a committee he chosen to draft by-laws, to be submitted to the meeting at some future time. It

Restrictions upon Sutlers.
Four Day* Later from

Geo H.

also recommended
Capt.
Chartwel! be appointed as drill officer, and that
the committee confer with Capt Chadwell. It
was also voted to offer to the militia officers of
that

was

ship

the

towns

and in concert with this

lowing
The

in the same

pljce,

next, at 8 o’clock.

on

Tuesday evening

shown

being daily

The Times is particularly bitter and

generosity or Maine
by the receipt of cases of

necessaries for the sick and wounded of
State.

yesterday at
Rooms, that charity is

the
lie.

ing practically demonstrated, and that suitplies are steadily coming in. A letter was received by Rev. Mr. Perry, from Bristol, R. I.,
soliciting aid for the sick and wounded of
Maine, now lying in hospital at Portsmouth
Grove. A large case of sundries was immediately forwarded to that place. Also, we noticed four cases marked “U.S.Sanitary, Washington.” A large package was received yesterday from the kind townsfolks of Westbrook.

crisis,

The ladies of the committee would thank the
of Maine for their bounty, and would

still urge them forward in this merciful work.
would also

generous gift
of cotton cloth from the Masons of Portland.

The committee

acknowledge

a

receiving valuable assistance from ladies of this city, who, organizing
themselves into sewing circles, are performing
much. We would suggest the propriety of
giving a promenade concert, as soon as practicable, at which place the valuable services of
Poppenberg’s famous band would not come
are

As the funds of the committee are getlow, such a thing is extremely desirable

“Blessed are the

merciful,

for

they

win

necessitate

some

decided

on

intervention.
There is increasing distress in the manufacfacturing districts of England.
Lord Palmerston, in a speech before the vol-

amiss.

ting

which

the part of the federal government.
Neutral powers cannot much longer remain
passive spectators, and the great question is
when shall the South be considered to have
vindicated its right to a recognition.
The
I’ost points to the past policy of England in
recognizing successful opposition and says if
the North would take the initiative and sail
w ith the current, which it cannot
stem,neutral
powers might he saved the disagreeable necessity of discharging a most disagreeable duty.
The Daily News points out what would be
the feeling of England, if situated like the
North, and argues that secession will be crushed at all hazards.
Proceedings in Parliament are unimportant.
Lord Forster in the House of Commons,
gave notice that when Lindsay's motion, for
the recognition of the South comes
up, he will
move an amendment,
pledging the House to
sustain the government in their policy of noncourse

people
They

sarcas-

tic, and treats the matter as a derided Confederate victory.
It thinks there is good evidence
in the North that the beginning of the end is
not far off.
In another article the Times dedenounees the insolence of lien. Holler in his
recent intercourse with the foreign Consuls at
New Orleans. His superiors should consider
whether he is not doing more harm than
good
to the federal cause.
The Morning Post says affairs approacli a

our

We were informed

Ladies’ Committee

fighting

spoke impressively, and some say sigof the importance of maintaining
efficiency of movements.

unteers.

shall obtain

nificantly

mercy.”

an

Soldier.—Among the appliyesterday the recruiting office of Capt.
Savage, was noticed a young inan, giving his
name as Eugene Messick.
This person was
wounded in the right shoulder blade at the
battle of Fair Oaks, at about the same instant
In which General Howard received his injury.
The shoulder blade being shattered by a minie
ball, has crippled the arm for life, he being unable to raise the liaud higher than his breast.

The Paris Patrie says the interview between
the Kuqieror of France and llussia and the
King of Prussia takes place in September.
The Italian Chamber of Ministers
explained
(iaribaldi's course at Palermo, and regretted
his attack oil France, and said his journey w as
without sanction.
The Prussian ministry introduced a bill providing credits for increased navy.

He stated that

mium. Bank drafts on New York 11 per cent,
discount, private drafts 12 1-2 a 14.
The steamers Passport and Empress collided
ihis morning near Kingston. Both were considerably injured and towed into Kington with
considerable difficulty. No lives were lost.

A Wopnded

cants

at

as

he had one arm free and

Toronto, C. W. July 24.
Sterling exchange 10 1-2 a 11 per cent, pre-

un-

his willingness to give it, if necessary,
his country in her defence, and requested
that he might be enlisted as a bugler. He has

injured,

to

four brothers in the rebel army, two holding
commissions as Lieut. Col.’s, one as Majorand

Lieut,

one as

ne, although

a

Southerner

From Washington.

by

birth,

expresses himself in the strongest terms
of devotion to the old Dag and the Constitution.

The Secretary of
notice that spirit ration will cease in the
navy from and alter Sept. 1.
A correspondent of a newspaper, dated off
Vicksburg, has stated that the cause of the
almost criminal delay in taking Vicksburg is
attributed to instructions from the
Secretary
of the Navy to Coin. Farragut,
compelling him
to remain silent and inactive before the devoted city. The fact is the Secretary has
given
no instructions of such a character. The
navy
it may he stated, is co-operator with the land
forces in the capture ol cities protected as
Vicksburg Is, by laud and water forces. Our
naval force have not been idle before Vicks-

Rebel Curbenct.—Mr. A. Smith, of the
Metropolitan Saloon, has shown us a $5 bill,
coufederate currency, dated Richmond, Sept.

_

2, 1801, “payable six months after the ratification of a treaty of peace between the Confederate States and the Uuited States,” “fundable
in

eight

per cent, stock-bonds of the Confederate States of America.” The bill—very poor-

ly

executed for such

purpose—is

a

ornamented

with what is intended for the head of Jeff.

burg.

An order to-day was issued by the Provost
that all convalescent soldiers found
in liar rooms, gambling houses and other immoral places, are to lie considered tit for service, and will lx* sent to their regiments.
Point Lookout, at the junction of the Potomac Kivcraud Chesapeake Hay, about 85 miles
from Washington, has been selected for hospital purposes by Surgeon tieu. Hammond, and
where 4000 or 5000 patients can be accommodated. Mails will be sent six times a week.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs has received
cheering advices from Indian Territory. The
2000 white troops who went from Kansas, and
an equal number of ludiau
refugees have already made good impression in the Cherokee
and
w
ith
the
addition
of 1500 Indians
country,
under John Boss, further important results are
anticipated. A large number of Indians have
asked to be furnished with arms to operate
against the rebels in various tribes. It has just
been ascertained that the rebels protess to have
made treaties w ith the tjuapaws, the reserve
Texas Indians, commanders of Senecas, Shawnees, Choctaws, Chicasaws, Scininolcs, and
Cherokee*, and appropriated money to carry
them into effect. Our government lias merely
a treaty of
friendship w ith the Camanches, us
the Senecas and Shawnees are known to lx*
loyal. It is supi>osed a silent treaty with the
rebels has beeu mode by a lew of their chiefs.
Capt. K. J. Dodge, Mustering Officer, Harrisburg.—If offered by tile Governor, muster
U and 12 month's volunteers.
By order of the Sec'y of War.
L. Thomas, Adjutant Gen’l.
(Signed)

Davis, though the real head would be a more
fitting ornament for a halter. The bill was
taken

from the pocket of

a

Marshal,

dead rebel officer,

near Harrison Landing, James River, July 21,
by Sergeant B. B. Merrill of this city, of the
5th Maine Regiment.
Pickpocket Arrested.—Deputy Marshal
Hawkes arrested on Wednesday afternoon, an
enlisted man belonging to one of the city companies, for having abstracted the sum of live
dollars from a sailor, while the latter was under the effects ol a stupefying draught.
The
man, alter remaining in a place of security for
one night, made a clear breast of the matter in
the morning, and signified his willingness to
refund. This being done, he was discharged.

We learn that the Mechanic Associa-

I

tion are

making preliminary arrangements for
their annual picnic. A committee for that
purpose was appointed at their meeting last
evening. This is as it should be. The picnics
of this Association have become an institution,
for the reason that the public arc always well
cared for, and whoever takes part with them
in their yearly festival is sure to have a good
time, as well us to be troubled with a chronic
desire to go again.
Parade.—Two companies of the 17th U.
8. Infantry from Fort Preble, with a body of
skirmishers

Prom the Army of Virginia.
Camp at Waterloo,

under command of Lieut.

Col.
yesterday after-

Green, paraded our streets
noon, and by Uie precision of their

They
accompanied by the regimental band.

Burglary.—Between the hours of 11 1-2
and 1 o’clock on Wednesday night, the store
of Mr.

Greenough,

Brackett streets,
four chests of tea.

through

entrance

on

entered and robbed of
The robbers effected an

was

a

window, escaping by the

back door.
Cumberland Centre.—A Grand PatriRally will be held at Cumberland Centre
on Monday afternoon next,
July 28. Hon J
H. Drummond, Geo. F. Emery, Esq., and other
otic

eminent

speakers

will address the

meeting.

Successful Cruise.—We learn that the
amount of prize money, resulting from the
cruise of U. S. Ship “Gemsbok,” will amount
to

upwards of

live hundred dollars per

man.

From the Fishing Fleet.—Revenue Cutter Caleb

Cushing, Clark commander, returned
yesterday from a cruise east, among the
“bounty catchers.”
S. soldiers

afternoon,

insufferable.
Some ot the letters contained
pictures of
Jett. Davis and other prominent rebels. A
number of them contained confederate
scrip,
with directions to make purchases.
There are no militaiy matters at present to

Troops.—Forty-six U.
passed through the city yesterday

on

their way from Indiana for Fort

Preble.
The Excursion of the Spiritual Association, on account ol'lhe weather, was postponed
till Saturday next—see advertisement.
Mails for Europe via Quebec, i>er steamship Norwegian, close at 12 M.,this day, July
25 tli.

BjT*

See notice of

in another column.

“Removal,”

C. D.

Brown,

spirit

communicate.

Arrest of

j

a

Traitor.

Bphlixuton, Vt., July 24.
Gen. Lewis Partridge of Norwich, Yt., was
arrested a few days since by U. S. Marshal
Baldwin, on the charge of treason, and taken
to Windsor, where the U. S. Court sits next
week. His trial is expected to take place during the coming session of the court. The

Bounty

the

24.

Wringer1.

67 for old and 52

a

56 for

mere

sham

pipe,

was

moving the pipe

“What would tempt you to break off the
habit, and destroy the pipe?” inquired the fair
one.

“Oh, anythinu,” returned our gallant friend
even the smallest token of your esteem."
“Well, here*” said she, passing him a roll of
lozenges, “let this bind the bargainand taking the costly clay piece from his hand, before
he could count oue, two, had dashed it to the
pavement breaking it into a thousand pieces.
Our bachelor

yielded to
publish a book

or,

Smoker:

or

friend,

the sacrifice, and will shortly
to be entitled “The Reformed

the Maiden's Detestation.”

•

by

and the roll of the drum

remind

one

of the

stiring scenes through which brave men are
passing to preserve the institutions of the land
from the vandal hands that would tumble them
into one common ruin.

a

A Memento.—Gov. Washburn has received
piece of oak wood, neatly fashioned in the

book, about the size of a small testament, hearing on the side the inscription, “A
piece of the U. ,S. Str. Merrimac, alias itebel
Steamer Virginia;” and on the other, “Pre-

form of

a

ATTENTION
|

ATLANTIC,

You

Buyers

by

Commanded

Colonel T. A.

ROBERTS.

to commence on

the

CITYj
Bounty !

Close

the

)

CO.

BBLS.

800

CHOICE
Flour,

22.

Stove
F.

Sugar.
CO.

southerly by

RENEWED

by
AND
_MORRISON

St.,

a

full Hue of

In »lnio,t endless

Crockery Ware, China,
GLASS

House

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.
54 VTIVIOI* STREET,

8. B. WAITE.

•

M. G. PALVER * CO.

assortment of

-Also, Agent for the-

Vitrified Drain and Water Pipe,
This article of Vitrified Pipe has been tested in Europe for ages, and is now used in immense <|uantitie*
in
and is fast taking the place of lead and
iron pipe in this country—all sizes from 2 to 12 inches.

England,

All kinds of Tin and Sheet Iron Work,
DoXK AT SHOUT

NOTICE.

Drug Store !

( KOSNU

&

to

large

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c..
dispensary

THOS. H. POOR.

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published, in

a

sealed

Envelope.

PRICE 8IX CE5TH.

laud of C. Thomas. Said real estate
LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
having Imm’ii ou the tenth day of July, iu the year of
AND RADICAL CUKEot
or
our Lord
eighteen hundred ami sixty, conveyed in j Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Spermatorrhea*
Emissions, Sexual
fee and in mortgage to the subscriber, by Samuel
and Impediments to Marriage generally,
sented to the State of Maine by H. Forrest,
Debility,
of
.-aid Portland, by his deed of that date, reSuett,
Nervousness, Consumption. Epilepsv ami Fits; MenEsq., Master Joiner, U. S. Navy Yard, Wash- corded in the Registry of Deeds for Cumberland tal ami l'hvsical Incapacity, resulting from SelfCounty, in Imok 299, page f>33. The condition of said ; Abuse. &c—By kortj. Culver well, m. d.,
j
I).
C.
ington,
I mortgage is broken, ami the subscriber, by reason
Author of the Green Book, &c.,
I
A lad residing on Dan fort it street, was run | thereof claims a foreclosure of the same, and hereby |
i
**
A Boon to Tbounauda of Sufferer*,*’
notifies all parties interested, of his claim to foreclose 1
over hist Friday
a
loaded
said
and
one
of
by
team,
mortgage on account of the breach of the condiPent under seal, in a plain
to
anv
address,
envelope,
his legs so badly crushed as to render
tion thereof.
POSTPAID, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
amputaDated at l'ortlaud this twenty-second day of July.
tion necessary, which operation ws
stamp*, by Dr. CH. J. C. KLINE, 127 Bowery, New
performed A. D 1*?2.
Fort
York,
\I
OFFICE, Box, 4u8t>.
yesterday by Dr. Tewksbury .—[Argus 21th.
w3wo
JOHN L DONNELL.
Juae 23.
isimd&w

A

To which

KMBROIDERIE8.

PARASOLS AND

RIBBONS,

EXTRACTS,

they would direct the attention of

Confectioner*, Keepers of Ice Cream Saloons,
Proprietors of Hotels,

SUN UMBRELLAS,

All of which will be sold at

And the

public in general. Also,

t

large

and varied

assortment of
oar

Low Frices.

Handkerchief Perfumes
INFERIOR TO NONE IN THE WORLD.

LEACH *

ROBINSON,

No. H MIDDLE

STREET.

Country

4wised

Trader, will do well to

144 Middle Street,
Where may aleo be

wen

an

call at their mom*,

Portland,

eaten,ire awortment of

MILLINERY, WHITE GOODS,

WX. C. BECKETT,

HOOP SKIRTS, HOSIERY.

Mere limit Tailor,

LACES. EMBROIDERIES.

137. MIDDLE ST..
Ha*

Styles

prepared

himself

by

-*hd-

selections from the New

of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirements of his customers

aud the

public

to

as

Fancy X3ry Ghoods
M. O.

AND SUMMER SEASONS !
In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spring Overcoats and Business Suits. Rich Black and

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of Kreuch and Oerman. as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black aud Colored,
Plain aud Fancy

all of which attention is especially invited.

%*Coat and vest makers wanted.
Portland, June 23. 1*52.

dtf

IF

YOU

-WIST THE-

Best

Ambrotype

or

Photograph,

!
Square, where
LIKENESSES, and war- ;
|
rant satisfaction at prices which doty competition.
j
N. B.—Large Ambrotypca only Fifteen Cents.
not fail to call at No. 27 Market

DOthey take PERFECT

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h'd Preble St.

27 Market

July 14th,

1*52.

dtf

-DBA I KK IB

[travel,

public,

Boston, January.

1862.

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
dTmis

—

FURNITURE,
Importer

and Dealer in

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,
Brituiia Tan, Table
Aud

a

Cillery,

iri Mated Tva,

General Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
mHE attention of purchasers is invited to the largo
A and desirable stock of House-keeping Goods now
In store, as above, comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and Crockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers cau find almost any variety of rich,
medium aud low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping cau obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
aud loss of time usually attending > selection of this
kiud; aud the subscriber is couAdent that, combining
as he dot*s the various branches of house-tarnishing
busiuess, he can offer good* af prices that will not
fail of proving satisfkcTory ou examination.

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf

June 23. 1*9.

PLEASURE

Borros, Mash.,

LORO,

!

JR.

^■PLAIN^t

AMERICAN HOUSE,
~7S the largest and best arrauged Hotel in
[the Now England States; isceutrally locaj
[ted. and easy of access from all the routes of
it contains the modem ImproroL_Intents, and every convenience for the cointort and accommodation of the travelling
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suit* of rooms are well anangi**!, and completely
furnished for families aud large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every resi»oct.

M.

Parlor, Oliamtoer

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS,
To

R. C. THOM BA,

SAMUEL ADLAM, Jr.,

DOESKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that tlie market affords— Silk, Satin, LinAlso
en, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles.
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

PALMER,

Jtt]7—dtf

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

well selected stock of

je24tf

n

<fc SUPKRIOR

-lot on-

POOH,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furui'diing the purest chemicals ami best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the contideuco
of the public.
CHAR, F. CRORMAN,

received

FLAVORING

MOHAIR MITTS.

taken store, Na. 7ft Middle Street*
HAVE
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public attheir
and

tention

Hnvejiut

GLOVES,

Company.

Furnishing Goods,

1STew

.

CO.

REGISTERS AND VENTILATORS.

JvlTiU'v

Cutlery,

IVORY, HORN, EBONY AND COCOA

LARGE, NEW

CHANGE OF SEASON !

HOWARD,
Portland*

complete

WARE,

To Confect loners !

variety,

June 30, IMS.

•

WARE,

LOW PRICES.

Table

HOSIEItT,

Warehouse.

A.

A

:

Ooods * Chemicals.

OL'R

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

TJsued

From the Bantuw Stove

l

CO.

CONSTANT supplv of beet Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
SI Mahext SQCaaa.

A

JoSl—rtwrod

dv., do., d*o.

STOVES, FURNACES AND RANGES,

Powder,

*

On Hand.

HANDLED KNIVES.

VELVET

-DEALER 15-

hand.

Notice of Foreclosure*
ThXOTICE is hereby given that the subsetiber, John
i.N K. Donnell, of Portland, iu the County of Cumberland and State of Maine, claims by mortgage, a certain
lot of land, with the buildings thereon, situated in
said Portland, bounded westerly by Chandler's Court,
so called,
northerly by laud of William J. Smith, easterly by laud now or formerly of Mrs. Fernald, and

MORRISON CO..

_Market Square.
Old Frames He-Oilt,

are now

Ladies will also find

P. F. VARXUM,
head of Widgery’s Wharf.
dflw is

Under Lancaster Hall,

MOULDINGS,

373 Congress Street.

lowest cash prices, in quantities to suit the
ATtrade.
Ship Moulding, made and finished to

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Card
and Cake Baskets,

prepared to offbr them at
LOWER l'KK Ls than ever

And

HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
tl \' 60 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH A
je23—3in

tf

eod2w

Ollt, Rosewood, Black Walaat aad
Oak MoaMiags.

PLATED

Mantillas, Capes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,

brands White Wheat Southern Illinois
for families and bakers, for sale by

Commercial

Catalogue,

Apothecary,

OOCARE or oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at M, Market Square,
MORRISON k CO-8.

—or—

2.T/\

numt effectual destroyer of the
above-mentioned and other insects. It is not poisonous, and can be used with perfect safety.
For sale by

FIR

AT

Immense Stock

dtf

Teas.

a

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of aay
or style desired—latest
patterns and beat
workmanship—made to order by
MORRISON k CO., V, Market Sqaaro.
size

GOOD NEWS!!

dtf

Jyl5

FOR DESTROYING

July

dSm

84 Middle Street,

Officers.

Flour.

vegetable production from Pefsia, and

Street,

LEACH A ROBINSON,

)

“Superior” Southern 111. Flour.

Glasses.

Gilt. Walnut, Ebony and

L* II* TITUOMB,

was

with

-AND-

For sale by C. E. CRAM,
No. 6 Central Wharf.

July 15th.

Roaches, Ants, Moths, Mosquitoes, Ac*
found

it

as

GOOD NEWS!

4000 hush. Heavy Mixed Corn.
100 bush. Northern Kye.

R. J. D. LARRABEE & C0„
No. 00 Exchange Street*

a

J, H. OOOK.

_

stock

Have this day marked down their

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE

is

entire sat-

before purbought before the great
our

163 Middle

honorably discharged.

RIVER CORN.
For Sale at Island Pond,
at Bethel,
at South Paris,
at Mechanic Falls,
at Danville Junction,
at Empire Road,
at Minot,
By P. F. VARXUM, Commercial Street,
Head
of Widgery’s Wharf.
jn!2—3wi»

photograpers,

will be
THIS

chasing elsewhere,
rise on goods.

ILLINOIS

Agent*.

23, 15t>2.

Evergreen Cemetery,

Walnut or Gilt finish made
order, of any size, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also cheap Lookinr Glasses and
plates re-set In old frames, by
MORRISON k CO., », Market Square.

DRESS GOODS,

fer the best inducements to dealer* and
as to quality of goods and as to
prices.

Insect

look at

will do well to

of the War,

A HMDS. Cardenas Molasses,
2»Yi do. Muscnvado do.
100 boxes II. B. Sugar.
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k
Je23—3m

as Winsor & Newton’s Oil and Water
Colors,
ltrusbet, Drawing Papers. Pencils, Crayons, Oils and
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, &c.
(>ur stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
the largest and best selected in the State, and we of-

June

to warrant

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

MERCHANDISE.

Is
sucli

on

near

>'»>-»m

Photographic Frame*.

unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

ONE MONTH S ADVANCE PAY, making
#1^0.

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials
very extensive, being of the best manufacture,

Constantly

m

Portland, July H. 1*B.

FROM THE

Portland. July 15, 18*J2.

RECEIVED,

ROSEWOOD

price.
Shop onForest Avenue,

Steven, Plain*.

kT

day

Bounty; $2 Premium,

satisfactory.

of Oval,

Are

fYoin 913 to <?‘-2 per month.

MITCHELL,} Recruiting

A very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
Lit lographs, which we shall be happy to showtoauy
wh» may call.

large assortment

at the loweet

Fay

F. O. SMITH.
E. M.
J. D. WILLIAMS,

j

A

Bargain, will be given to thoee who wU
to purchase Gravestones or Monuments of
any
drscripilon. Thoee who will Ihvor me with a call
•hall be wtUfled that they are
buying a good artUn

stock in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MOKKISON k CO.,
Jun»*24dtfW3t
W, Market jtqaare.

AND
in all

FRAMES.

our

GRAVESTONES.

Photographic

$55

Engravings,

Will be cheerfully furnished with
which coutaius a complete list.

StrMt.

dtf

of

$25

Her and Ova! Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Fbony and Imitation Rosewood Frames, both Oval
ami Square, fur Kugraviiigs and Photographs, at low
JUST

July 19,188B.

order by

Flour, Corn, and Kye.

Paiutings and Looking

and warranted

raid ra
isfaction to the purchaser.

SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT,

Manufacturers of

prices

All of which will be

be sold very

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

For Oil

be obtained at_

can

rally

tail Dealers in

GILT

DAVIS,
*3 Eickasge

Ollt Frames.

BURLEIGH’S,

at once to the Recruiting Office in FEDSTREET, under United States Hotel, where
Recruits arc wanted to fill a Company in the
so.

~^"'Pay and Rations
Enlistincnt.^^^

Manufacturers, importers, and Wholesale and Re-

ORNAMENTAL

CLOTHING,

AND TRIMMING GOODS

To he

Middle Street,

Picture Frames,

L.

—

by the Flag !

Stand

ERAL

PORTLAND, Me

1

H.

to

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS
Will
If

ELIPTIC.

General

AUGUST.

WITH
Rosewood, Black

MEN !

who is the soul of hon-

Almost every day our streets are enthe marchings and counter-inarchings of troops, while the notes of the bugle
livened

OO

FOR

Pier and Mantle Mirror*.
Oval. Square or Eliptical frames.

Furnishing Goods,

-Ever offered in Maine,

and Fifer.

SAVAGE.
)
MATTOCKS. [ Recruiting Officers.
JAMES M. BROWN,j
Portland, July 17, ISfSI.
dtf

SHUTTLE.

both

from his mouth.

Ex-

Exchange

W. H.
I’.

975 at

(TTLEH,

tV*

WORK,

READY-MADE
Gentlemen’s

of Middle and
Street.

comer
on

Entrance

Streets.

and $46 State

R. J. D. LARRABEE &

vain-

“Do you smoke in the streets, Willie?”
‘•Yes, sometimes,” replied he, without re-

Re-

war.

BLOCK,

ty Wasted—a Drummer

CLASS

julldtf

24.

ly endeavoring to color, was thus accosted by
lady acquaintance of his. yesterday:

CUSTOM

AND

Telegraph office,

Over

change

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

which he

I

UNIFORMS,

The largest and best selected stock of

Every Machine fully Warranted.

30 for

Serve Them Ai.l So,Girls.—A young fidlow, a frioud of ours, rejoicing in the posses-

the clow of tbo

Molasses and

58

Stock Market.

a

Land at

NO. 4 FOX

__

July
17};'

llounty

urn

Manufacturers.

STOREIl A

DWELLING-

Street. It it in
ten flniahed
the 16th of
wil1 h* •0,d on that day.
Bt 11 o clock, A. M.. it Auction
without
reserve.
Terms very CMj. For information bddIf
to JOHN RANDALL, on the
premtae.
•tore of RANDALL fc WOODBl RY on
dal Street, bead Central Wharf.
June 21, 1862.
dtf

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Of every description, made to order and warranted

-AND-

State and Western.
Rice quiet.
Sugars Arm—Sale* 2.000 bhd*. by auction; New
Orleans 8} a 10}; Muscovado, 8a 9;* Porto Rico 8},
180 boxes Hat ana
a 11}.
Coffee more active and Armer—sale* 4500 bag* Rio
at 214 a 23.
Molasses firm—New Orleans 42: 05 hlida Porto Rico
at 39 a 432 50 lihds Muscovado at 35.
Spirits Turpentine firm at 1,80
Resin very Ann, sales 50 bbl*. low No. 2 at 812.
Tar nominal.
Wool firmer.
Freights to Liverpool dull—Cotton nominal; Flour
3s 3d: Grain 12d.

sion of

IV)

FOR FAMILIES

package*.

New York.

!

9109 !

cruiting Other

20

Stocks steady—American gold at 81
Pacific
Mail 1 08; California sevens. 95; U. S. sixes 1808 coupon* 98; Treasury 7 3-10,1 02} ; Illinois War loan 97;
Tennessee sixes 50; LT. 8. sixes 1881 coupons, 93};
do registered, 98}.

Gray

MAGAZINES

so

Or when

eastern.

TH*-

For Sale!
Brick
T.H? Tl,reeNo.Story
8

Anal.

For

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

nrin.

a

BOUNTY, $167

se-

SLOAT

AT

__

Sewing-Machines.
EMPIRE

BALK

International Bank.
eodtw
_July*. ISO.

to lit.

October, 1861.

l*ork lower—116<» bbl*. Mew nt 10 75 a 10 87};
Prime 8 75; Western Prime mew 1100; cut meats
more active—sale* 640
Bacon dull and nominal.
Lard continues Arm—salt* 1050 bbl* at 8} a 9}.

Butter steady.
Whisky heavy and lower—sale*700 bbl* 29}

Clothing

MILITARY

in Advance !

Pay

TOTAL ADVANCE,

The proprietors of the Marlboro’ Hotel, Boston,
tell the agent that the Universal Wringer earns them
girt every month.
We have hundred* of other certificates, but have
not space to print them.
jylddtf

FIRST

jnll4d4w

GOOD

town in the
do

Jr..
nearly opporit* junction of
Street.

United Stales Six per Cent. Fire
Twenty Bonds.

AT BURLEIOR'S.

$13 to $22 per mouth, pay aud rations
Pay
to commence from the date of euhstment. Three
years unless sooner discharged.

opinion,

6 0Q a f> 15;
Extra do 5 25 a
6 45; Round iioon Ohio, 5 40 a 5 55; Sup Western
6 00 a 6 16: Extra Western 6 25 a 5 6*». Southern less !
firm—Mixed to good. 5 35 a 5 86; Extra 5 90 a 6 80. 1
Canada lower—Extra 5 At a
25.
Wheat lc lower—sales 193.300 bushels.
Chicago
Spring 1 12 a 1 19: Milwutikic < lub, 1 16 a 1 22: Amber Iowa, 122 a 124: Winter Red Western 128 a
1*33; White Indiana 1 A5; A miter Michigan 134 a
1 A3; White Ohio 1 38; White Kentucky 1 50.
Corn unchanged—Sal»*s 122.0ft bush.’ Mixed Wesa

Summer

from

TOTAL

can

HUDSON,

176 Middle Street

__r ree

and QODEY.

One Month’s

Street,

every

.Sd^!

diligence

HARPER,

The Universal Clothes Wringer has been in use in
my family for two months. It certainly save* much
hard work. It saves Clothes also, for garments that
are getting old and worn are never cracked or torn
by It, as they are sure to be when wrung by hand. I
therefore checrftilly recommend it as a valuable family assistant.
Lucy Stone.
Oranoe, X. J., Feb., 18*52.
I am m<»st happy to speak in the verv highest terms
of the Universal clothes Wringer. Tfie hardest
part
of “washing day” work is, in my
the wringing: and the inventor of this machine may have the
satisfaction of feeling that he has changed one of the
most toilsome part of woman’s work into a verv attractive amusement. The laundress looks upon h as
a great blessiug.
1 could hardly express ray approbation of them more highly thaa by ordering oue, in
these hard times, for my daughter. 1 look upou it as
among the most useful'articles in her bouse.
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher.

New York, July 24.
and irregular—sales 300 bales at’46 © 48

»w* ouiei ami

b°P«

o? uftl

fl.00 per

$37 Advance Bounty from the
U. S. Government!

I. If. Silsiiy, Proprietor.

fabric,

lower—Superfine State

tern 66

every rartety of work in the moat

'T "> meri» U>e
bu,lnww
patronage or

U wiling, regard lew of Co«t,

<«eo. Allen.

New York Market.

a

To resident* of Portland
haring families
week for wife and 60 cent* fbr each child.

ymnTIS?.

rendered him

execute

i
f ^nn g
n‘l'?,r’ snd contain,
Ills
l.a.iBB room.. If not .old before

EOR SALE AT BURLEIGH’S.

an

been in use in the Winthrop House some four months.
It has proved a great saving of labor, and wrings the
clothes. fVom a napkin to a blanket or bed-spread,
much dryer than by hand, and with less injury to the

New

State and Western 10

Of every description,

an

House. Boston, March 27.1862.
The Metropolitan {Universal Clothes Wriuger has

Commercial.
[Per steamship Etna off ('ape Race.]
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. The sale* for
four davs were 16,000 bales, including 11,000 to speculators and exporters. The market closed buoyant
at an advance of 1 a pi per lb.
[Latest v ia Queenstown.] The sales for two days
were 20,000 bales, includidg 14.000 to speculator* and
I'iie market closed nuiet ami unchanged.
exporter*.
LONDON Money MARKET, Consols for moBy 924 a 981. American securities—Erie Railroad 28
a 29; Illinois Central 4'.*] a 281 ilia.

Flour—sales 9000 bbls.

GOODS,

will pay for itself in
saving of tha wear and tear of

Winthrop

rooms, too sick with fever to be sent home.
Henry Lockwood, Co. B. 12th Conn., died at
the rooms to-night.

fur middling upland.

$30 Additional Bounty to Residents of Portland.

KECOMM EX RATIONS.
Marlboro’ Hotel, March 27,1862.
The Metropolitan Universal Clothes Wringer has
been in constant use in the Marllmro Hotel for the
last ten months, and gives perfect satisfaction. I have
no hesitation in recommending it to general use in
private families, and as capable of doing a large

of the Rooms, ami furnished with trans-

Cotton dull

MILITARY

England family,

amount of work iu hotels.

American

$15 Advance Bounty from State!

Any one wishing to try these machines,
by leaving orders at store.

portation to their homes by Cols. Howe and
Aliny this evening. About 20 remain at the

93-.

$75 Bounty at Close of the War!

RUBBER

to

TOR

1G3 !M!iddle Street.

Universal

Agents wanted immediately in

to-day. mostly all discharged
sick. They were provided with clothing and
attended
to by the Medical Departproperly

a

qualnied

Largest Inducements Yet!

State.

rooms

[Latest.] Consol* closed at 03
curities closed quiet but steady.

The

under the United States Hotel, where persons cau
see tlie Machine in operation.
CHARLES H. MITCHELL,
Sole ageut for the State of Maine.

New York, July 25.
England soldiers, from Gen.
at

AT BUBLBIGU’S,

sale, wholesale and retail at

For

New York Items.

received

War!

This machine adjusts itself as much as any other
in use, and still leaves room to adjust to any extra
heavy clothes. Don’t be deceived by the cry of “selfadjusting” into buying an inferior machine.’ No selfadjuster will wring small articles well and admit the
passage of large garments. It requires more than
any “self-adjusting" spring can perform. The universal wringers an* made under live separate patents.
Every Wringer that does not give jierfect satisfaction, can be returned within thirty days, and money
refhnded.

thoroughly aroused.

wer

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Ac.

long and tbomngh apprenticeship to the mechan-

,h« bu»iD'~ snd wvenU
? h rTC.h of.br,nch<*
«f ‘he art, have

Self Adjusting and Adjustable.

The former whipped the latter. Of botlt parties 7 or S were killed and quite a number
wounded.

England

Sifsn, Banners, Landscape*,
Figures, Flowers, Hr roll Work,

thepuWtc
JOHN B.

——o-

THE 17th REGIMENT TO BE RAINED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
PORTLAND !

STREET,

Celebrated

*"

No.

be.

nia>^

Fight between Guerillas.
Louisville, Ky., July 24.
A party of 22 guerillas in Todd county were
mistaken
for federnls, by another
attacked,
rebel squad of forty, coining into Kentucky.

Some 350 New
Butler’s division,

Lalest from Headquarter* !

of

Land at the close of the

Portland, Me^

manner nil kind* of
WVmnameT.t'l?
Ornamental
Painting, .uch

A

mouths, bv the
clothes in washing. It wifi wring anything, from a
lace collar to the largest lied cjiiilt. A* girl of twelve
years old can use it without dimculiv and the tedious
and severe labor of “wringing” out the clothes, which
has always been the dread of women, and the great
fatigue of “washing day” becomes the easy work ofa
few moments. Buttons are never
pulled off, and the
clothes are never torn, however old and delicate they

evening.
meeting was

was never more

MEW BEOBUITS WAFTED!

at the Close of the War!

160 Acres of

six

A mass
held in Union Square
this afternoon, and addressees were made by
Messrs. Richard Husteed, Rev. Mr. Quinn o'f
Providence, Gen. Dan Tyler, Senator Foster,
and Hiram Willey of New London.
An immense meeting was held in Breed’s
Hall this evening ami was addressed bv Hon.
Chas. Chapman and several others. The war

most

Arrival of U. S.

Bounty

a

No. 175 Middle Street,

aa

FORWARD TO TUE RESCUE !

invention

The largest and most enthusiastic meeting
ever held in this city came off here this afterand

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

Bounty of-

wonderftil
has already become
THIS
comfort for housekeepers. In
iudispeusable
New
it

Enthusiastic War Meeting.

1

enemy.
The mill in which a large supply of cloth for
rebel uniforms was found some time
ago, near
Warrenton, was destroyed by tire this week.
Our troops rejoice in the great improvement
in their culinary arrangements, consequent oil
the new order to forage on the enemy.
They
now enjoy the delicacies of the season.
Some of them have large quantities of confederate notes, cheaply obtained, with which
they purchase any live stock the country affords.
Intercepted letters possess some interest.
A lady writing to a friend, says the horrid
Yankees have arrived.
There is skirmishing every day about the
ltappidau river
The girls in this part of the
country turn
their backs when the Yankees come in
sight.
She encloses a dollar for the
purchase of tea.
Other correspondents express discontent and
despondency at the state of atfairs at Kielimoud, and throughout the South, aud w ish
they were home again.
Kichmond is said by others to be an immense
slaughter house, the steueli from which is al-

the corner of Green and

$75

total

No. 107 Federal

noon

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr„

ADVANCE!

With

ordinary

founded report that the Oov. was authorized
j in calling for men lor 1* and 12 months. A late
law recognize- such enlistments, and 21 regiments. the quota assigned to Pennsylvania,
will be received and mustered into the service
fur that time.

a

Faquir County, July 24. (
precluded iroin receiving
supplies by railroad, on account, it is said, of
salt and other contraband goods
having passed
ill large quantities through our lines to the

a

IN

Oolites

Harrisburg, Pa., July 24.
The following dispatch sets at rest the un-

Sutlers are now

movements

elicited the admiration of the citizens.
were

Washington, July 24.
the Navy has formally giv-

en

-Making

$160

Decorative Painting.

Maine

Bounty paid by the United States,
State and City,

WHITE

to

Norwich, July

a

ready

The

Chicago, July

special dispatch

join

In addition to the

Nashville, July 24.
Campbell lias acceptBrig. Generalship, and lakes command of

24.
the Tribune from
Cairo, state that officers by the dispatch boat
from Vicksburg, says, that on their arrival at
Memphis there was a rumor through rebel
sources that the gunboat Arkansas had been
captured. They are inclined to believe the report, us an expedition was planned before their
departure to cut her out.
The city was considerably excited last night
in consequence of the reported escape of a
number of prisoners from Camp Douglas. As
near as can be ascertained, only 4 got away, 1
of whom was captured this morning.

ment

From Canada.

to

miscellaneous.

Regiment,

GRANVILLE M. CHASE, I Recrultinir
WM. M. CUSHMAN,
I officer*.
tf
July 22,1862.

From the West.
A

Company

a

OFFICE 168 FORE

the federal troops in Tennessee. Great satisfaction is manifested at this arrangement.
(.'apt. Braden will take 700 released prisoners to Camp Chase
to-morrow.,

obtained.

news
recent

form

-An offers made oflO IDollars to a Ivlanl

Ex-Governor Win. B.
a

UNION FOREVER!

WANTED !

and mustered into the United States
Sendee, within ten days!

To be

From Tennessee.

ed

MEJk

—j

dry goods.

_MILITARY._

NOWIN THE FIELD.

Baltimore.

Washington.

Still Oxwaed.—The
is

Etna off Cape Race.

before Richmond is eagerly canvassed. Some of the journals regard
it as a great reverse for the North and reproach the American government for treating
it in any other light. Others contend that Me
Clellan has sustained no serious disaster, but
is practically nearer Rielunoud and
may congratulate himself on the accomplishment of
the greatest and most successful operation of
the war.
Hopes are freely expressed that
more pacific councils will soon
prevail at

Wescott.
The meeting was fully attended, and after
some little discussion in relation to the procuring of a hall, the meeting adjourned, to
meet

Europe—Per steam-

St. Johns, N. F., July 24.
The steamship Etna from Liverpool 16th
and Queenstown 17th. passed this
point at 8
o'clock this evening. She was boarded by the
news yacht of the associated
and
the folpress

privilege to drill with
body. The committee
on By-laws consists of the following gentlemen:
Capt. Morse, Lieut. Johnson, Lieut.
Stephen Berry, Capt. Bicknell, Capt- A. Webb,
Capt. Jas. E. Carter, Lieut. Bell; Westbrook,
Lieut. Albion Chapman; Cape Elizabeth, Capt.
surrounding

News from the Indians.

}Ar
To

peak hospitals.
A Hag of truee left Fortress Monroe this
morning at 10 o’clock, with a number of rebel
prisoners for Richmond.
Gen. Uix returned this morning from a
flag

of the British Press.

Exchange

the names of the committee :

are

__

lORE

was

a

of

MISCELL A X EOUS.

From Fortress Monroe.

tains and commissioned officers of the militia,
to consider the

evidence against him is said to be very strong.
Gen. P. was U.S. Marshal tor this State under
Buchanan's administration.

TELEGRAPHIC

PARTIES.

WVYI I KSIONls rs vkiting the Glands,
JEi with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders solicited.

supplied

180 Fore Street urar fast sf Kxrhaage.
CALDUWOOD k BECKETT.
Portland, June 23.
dtf

Wanted*
PARTNER, with a capital of about 82000, in
wry lucrative huvineaa.
Adrirea. "Partner," Boa No. C&, Portland P. O.
dtf
jflh

A

a

tFor the Press.]

Onr

again,

now

Expressly

back, hold not back,
Glory's track, glory’s track
to
us, as it did to our sires;
Opes
What they built we renew,
Let their sons light anew
Freedom’s pure flame, of liberty’s fires.
Hold not

As our pine,
pine,
Always shine, always shine,

Make us stand to the fight,
Nor relax while the battle doth last.

Maine!

sons of Maine!
Not in vain, not in vain
our brothers encamped call for aid;

Let the Seven Thousand charge!
With the One-Armed, at their targe,

feet will

be laid.
Portland.
~~

MISCELLANY.
Americas Society.—In America,

even

more than in Europe, there is but one
society,
whether rich or [>oor, high or low, commercial or agricultural; it is everywhere composed of the same element*. It ha* all been
raised or reduced to the same level of civilization. The man whom you left in the streets
of New York, you can find again'in the solitude of the far West; the same dress, the
game tone of mind, the same
language, the
same habits, tlie same amusements.
No rustic
characteristic
of the wilsimplicity, nothing
derness. nothing even like our villages. This
peculiarity may be easily explained. The portions of territory first and most fully peopled,
have reached a high degree of civilization.
Education has been prodigally bestowed; the
spirit of equality has ringed with singular uniformity the domestic habits.
Now it is remarkable that the men thus educated are those who every year migrate to
the desert. In Europe, a man lives and dies
where he is bom. In America, you do not see
the representative of a race grown and multiplied in retirement, having long lived unknown
to the world and left to his own efforts.
The
inhabitants of an isolated region arrived veswith
them
their
terday, bringing
habits, ideas
and civilization. They adopt only so much of
as
is
life
forced"
savage
absolutely
upon them;
hence you see the strangest contrasts. You
step from the wilderness into the streets of a
city, from the wildest scenes to the most smiling pictures of civilized life. If night does
not surprise you, and force you to
sleep under
a tree, you may reach a village where you will
find everything, even French fashions and
caricatures from Paris. Tue shops of lliiflalo
or Detroit are as well supplied with all these
things as those of New York. The looms of
Lyons work for lioth alike.
You leave the high road; you plunge into
paths scarcely marked out; you come at length
upon a plowed field, a hut, built of rough logs,
lighted by a single narrow window; you think
that

ran

hurn

at

luut

vnanlioJ

*1...

..l.„ J..

the American peasant; you are wrong. You
enter this hut, which looks the sole abode of
misery; the master is dressed as you are; bis
language is that of the towns. On his rude
table are books and newspapers; he takes you
hurriedly aside to be informed of what is going on in Europe, and ask you what has most
struck you in this country.’ He will trace on
paper for you the plan of a campaign in Belgium, and will teach you gravely what remains to be done for the prosperity of France.
You might take him fora rich proprietor,come
to spend a few nights in a
shooting-box. And
in fact the log hut is onlya
halting-place for the
American, a temporary submission to necessity. As soon as the surrounding tlelds are
thoroughly cultivated, and their owner has
time to occupy himself with superfluities, a
more spacious dwelling will succeed the
log
hut, and become the home of a large family of
children, who, in their turn, will some day
build themselves a dwelling in the wilderness.
[Alexis de Tocquetille.

Beans. Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.
Ca adieu*
Candles, Mould P lb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cheese*
( heese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.
Coral—(Retail.)
Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whites*)).
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
CaBee*
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

and raise their young. They
as far north as’the middle o’f
and
the
Sweden,
temperate portions of Siberia,
throughout ail Asia and in Egypt. In Italy
they are very numerous, and sing better than
in more northern lands. Their
breeding places are
among brambles, in groves or in hedges where their favorire food most almonds.
This consists of grubs and
perfect insects of
almost every kind, and in the fall elderberries
and currants. Both sexes have a sweet, low
warble; but the male is endowed with the most
varied power of song, each note clear and distinctly articulated. Like most flue singers the
nightingale has plain plumage—rusty ash
above and whitish beneath. The length of the
wild bird is five incites, of which the tail alone
measures two and a half inches.
No other
bird has been so generally praised for
melody,
he has been the theme of many a
poet. It ‘is
seldom he utters his melodious notes in the
day-time, but when the shades of night fall, he
then pours fourth his soul in song.
Those who have visited the
sunny clime of
Italy, speak with rapture of the song of the
nightingale. Bedutein says of him. that the
strength of his vocal organ is indeed wonderful; and it has been found that the muscles of
his larynx are much more powerful than those
of any other bird. But it is less the
strength
than the compass, flexibility,
prodigious varieand
of
voice’ which make it so
ty
harmony
admired by all lovers of the beautiful. Sometimes dwelling for minutes on a strain composed of only two or three melancholy tones,
he begins in an under voice and
swelling it
gradually by the most superb crescendo to the
highest point of strength, he ends it by a dying cadence; or it consists of a rapid succession of more brilliant sounds, terminated like
many other strains of liis song, by some detatched ascending notes.
Twenty-four different strains or couplets
may lie reckoned in the
song of a fine nightingale, without including
its delicate little variations.

Boltrope,

Russia.
Manilla.

Sal Soda.

Camphor.

('ream Tartar.

Logwood

ex.

Magnesia..

Indigo, Manilla,

now

at

Jackson,

Tennessee, recently compelled all of the citizens who are rebels, to a
man, to take the oath
or allegiance, on penalty of la
ing sent North
as prisoners of war.
The measure caused a
terrible fluttering, but the oath was taken bv

all but two, who were seut North in
charge of
an officer.

fine.

Madder,.

Rhubarb..
Alcohol.
Fluid.

Campliene.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.
Djrcwoods,

life.”—[Sidney

Jf*A contemporary

says the rebels, within
the last year have driven a large and
profitable
trade—out of the Confederacy.

CyJuries are often kept shut up without
eating or drinking, till they agree. The Louisville Journal asks why couldn't that
policy be
sometimes tried upon Congress?
Mr-* This must be a remarkably healthy
place for chickens,” remarked a 1 warder to the
keeper of a hotel, the other day.
“Why,” queried Boniface.
“Oh. because 1
about.”

never

see

any dead ones

A sailor taking a walk in a field,
perceived a
bull advancing toward him.
evidently w ith no
good intenttons. “Helm a lee, mess-mate!" he
cried, at the top of his voice; “helm a lee!”
The bull, not comprehending bis injunction
leveled him with the ground. “There, you stupid,” said the tar. as lie raised up—more in sorrow than in anger—on lii» elbow,"didn't 1 tell

you you’d

run

Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

afoul ?”—Harper’s Mag.

»

22 ®

28
23

21]®

22]

2]3>

18 ®
4]®
4*®
®

02

1]®

11

02

2j ®
03®

Shore
Labrador.
box.
Scaled
No. 1.
Mackerel 4> bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
2.
"
3 (large).
....

••

(medium).
“(small).

44

Frail.
Almonds—Jordan |> lb
Soft Shell.

Shelled.
< urrauts.
Citron.
Wil. lVa Nuts.

Figs,
"

25 ®

o

r.n

2 25
1 25
1 12

Eleme.

n
a
a
«

aa

2
2
1
1

75
50
50
371

2 00 (a 2 60
none
a

22
16

jv

7 50

ri

6 00

25
18

8 00
6 50

none

7
6
4
3

50 a,
00 &
75 «
75 «.

13
25

8 75
6 50
6 00
4 00

g
<i

18
30
<«i aj
12
32 <i
35
2 25 « 2 50

common.

Lemons, bx.
Oranges.

o

2 87

none

15
6 00

20

«

H 6 50
none.

Raisins—

Blue. cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

J-ayer.

Dates.

8 00 510
8 20 ,5 3
3 fin a 3
07 ii

8) «3

Prunes.

Flour—Portland inspection.
Flour, Su]>ertine.
Flour. Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.
superior.

44

Ohio extra.

family.

Canada super No.

1.

fancy.
extra.
superior extra.

44

Rye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour f* lb.
Corn Meal.

4
5
5
6
6
5
5
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
4

17

60
fifi
64
60
00

22

00

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

Grindstonro.
Grindstones, Rough, $> ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

Gunpowder.
Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay.
Hay p net ton. Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
Hides a ad Sliiaa.
Slaughter Hides.
Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hopn.
First

a
a
«
a

a,
a
a
••
«
a
a
a
••

6
6
7
5
6
6
G
8
6
6
7
7
4

00
25
fio

8

75

n

^

^

12 80 «14 00
13 00 «15 00

6g

6

09
1 60
1 15
90
76
40

4
^

1 25
1 00
90
70

15

@

16

Sort, 1881.

10
g
5) 1 70
n

Iron.

Common.
44
Refined Iron.
Swede.

8 g
3j-.g
51 a
fit a)

Norway.

Cast Steel.
German Steel.
English Blis. Steel.

18

Spring.
Sheet

8
fit
16

Sheet
Sheet
■

a

00
00
00
081
19

,y

]2)

,w

Iron, English.
Iron, Russia.
Iron, Russia, im’t.

a

15'
9
51

</>
//

is*

11) ^

121

8jo)
8j$

gi3
9

—

Barrel, p tb.
Kegs, p lb.

l.rnth^r.
New York, light.

19

■«)

ind. wta.

22

:d>

1Vavy.
slaughter.

22}$

Foreign

Pig, p

Sheet and

100 lb.
“.

l'i|>e.

21

24}

$

Shipping Lumber,.

Simice.

Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).
laphoards, S extra.
44

(

P

Shingles, Cedar, extra.
No- 1.
extra pine.
Laths, Spruce.
44
Pine.
44

4 4

Bed Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shooks k Heads, city...
Sng.
44
4
do
country
Country Biff Mol. Hhd. Shooks_
44

44

4

4 4

44

...

Hr> Biff,.

Hoops.
Hackiuetack Timber, p tun.
l.iine.
Lime, Bockland, cask.

24 no
14 00
12 00
10 00
8 00
45
13 00
3o On
2 60
2 on
2 50
1 15
1 87
20 on
2 20
2 20
1 40
1 25
1 10
2o 00
8 00

a00

ini

$00 00
fc 14 00
a 12 00
«lo 00
d
50
a 15 00
a 32 00
(g 8 00
a
2 26
(d 3 75
g 1 20
(a 1 02
«&5 00
« 2 25
•• 2 25
d 1 05
,/
1 35
u
1 20
«22 00
(glO 00

G6 @

70

Nloln »»•*».

Molasses, (lenftigoa.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
tart
Molasses,
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhd*
Nails.

28 n.
(to
(m
2* $

••

44

20
3

Natal Store*.

J*r
Pitch.

•.

Rosin.
Turpeutine 4) gal.
Oakum.
Oakum, American.

83
27
25
80

bb!s22

87} g 8

50

10 00 fa 12 00
6 00 (a 7 00
8 00 «> 0 00

1 90 $ 2 00
9

;$

9}

Oil.

Portland Kerosene Illumiiiat’g Oil
Machine

(Marine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
44

Summer.
(irand Bank and Bay Clialeur_
Shore.
4 4

Linseed.

Boiled,.

30 @ 0 83

7,5
33
1 00 (S 1
82 <r
58 d
17 00
10 00 $17
}g}

rd)

97 @

65
04
01

00

00
95
99

operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, in the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to exhibit and defend sound Republican principles,
and,
inasmuch as political organizations have become a
in
into
effect great principles of
necessity
carrying
political economy, and inasmuch as .the Republican
in
the
brief
party which,
chapter of its history already
written, has succcgsftiHy refuted the allegation of its
enemies that its designs and tendencies were sectional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

2 374

none

20

6kg
2}g
9 00

(U

2]

(g 9 60

7
6
5
5
4
14
8

A A.

8}

C.
x.
Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.

12}

but will inculcate

8 g

81

10}

11}

12j

n

]2j

a

12}

81®

9
6

6}g

75 (® 1 00
1

on

75
50

@
a)

60
43
39
65
48
43
75

n)
a
w
«,
a;

@ 1 60

38 <S)

00

34jffi

85]

9 75 ®10 00
11 50 «12 no
7 76 & 8 00

•*

Baleing.
**

India.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coacli Varni-h.
Ihimar Varnish.
Wm4.
Hard, retail.
*•
fcoft,
Wool.
Pomestic.
Pelts.
Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.
Sheet Mosslmann.

2 00
2 50

2 26

83
00
31
00

@
,r
a

a;

14]

&

2 60
a 4 00
® 2 60

6 00 ® 6 25
4 00 a 6 00
42

60
1 00

@

62] g

5]

5} g

8]«

Sheathing.

9
00

9U ®

Exchaagr.
On Loudon—60

days. 1 29 ® 1 31]
Faris./ 4 37 U 4 32(
W «
Bremen, rix dollar.
94]
New York—at sight.
(a. 1-10 dis
dis
Philadelphia.

Baltimore.
St. Louis.
Cinciuuati.

8
0

a]9 dis
dis
a

ie

2 dis

HATES OF DUTIES.
An additional
merchandise not

growth

or

duty of 10 per cent, is
im|»orted diiect from
production.

levied on al
the place ol

ASHES.—10 per cent., ad val.
Bit EA I>.—30

tier

men

democracy—that the majority must govern.
Upon the exciting question of Domestic Slavery, it

may be projK*r to say, that while the Press will
tion uo interference with the constitutional or
of

sanc-

cent.

an

CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c.,

per
1

CHEESE —4c p ih.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous ?1; all other kiuds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—5c per lb.
CORDAGE.—Tarred 2]c p ih. Manila 2c p lb. all
other 3c p lb.
DRUGS and DYES.—Perth. Acids,(nitric, oxalic,
and all others used for medicinal
purposes or line
arts.) Aloes, Assafirtida, Ammonia, Cantharides,
Gamboge, Ijwcac, Jalap, Juniper Berries, Manna,
Quicksilver. Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla, Sponges, Verdigris. Vanilla Beans, 10 per cent, ad val.—liydriodate
and Prussiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 15 percent. a«.l
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubcbs, Essential Oils,
Epsom Salts, Isinglass, Flor Sulphur, Senna ArrowRoot, blue or white Vitrol, Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
Copperas, 25c p 100 lb.—Bleaching Powders, 30c p
100 lbs.—Alum and
Sago, 60c p 100 lbs.—Refined Borax, chromate and bichromate Potash. Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 3c p lb.—Opiumv 5-1 p lb.—Balaam^ and
Sulphate Quinine, 31* 4* cent.—Alum, Sal
Soda and Soda Ash ]c p lb.—Bi C arb Soda, f au«tic
Soda. Liquorice Root, 1 c p Ih, and ground do 2c p
lt». Liquorice Paste, 5c p lb —Refined C amphor
and < ream Tartar. 6c p lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic, Rochelle Salts, Guin Copal, and others gums

!

federal

greatest anomaly in

emancipation

The

government.

Capital, the co-operation

the loy al
cipation,

of

slavery

a

free

in the

be

earnestly

ment will in

department, the

devoted to the

and State.

city

no case

be

Press will

advancement of the best
Its Local

neglected.

Depart-

Particular atten-

tion will be

given to the Commercial and Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductor* to make
indispensable institution of the State, and a ge-

interest*.
it

an

nial and welcome visitor in every

work-shop,

count-

ing-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies to the work before them, and labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portlaud, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
one that shall be true to the popular instincts.
The Portland Daily Press is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sun-

days excepted.)
less than

six

at *5 per annum. Subscriptions for
mouths, CO cents per month.

The Maine State

Press, large, neatly printed,

and well tint'd with the news of the week, rnd
inal ami selected Political, Agricultural,

origLiterary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at £1.60
per
year, idvariably in advance. To any person sending
the names of jire netr gubxrrUters, cash in advance,
an extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster. »
J T. Gilman, J X. A. Foster & Co., Publishers.
J. B. Hall.
)
Portlaud. May 19, 18*52.
undersigned cordially approve the enterprise

foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
new paper to the hearty
support of the

in the

commend the

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

9n

and after Monday, 3lav 6, 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami Faiuiington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston tor Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand
days
Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning
opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for Fast Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursday* and
Saturdays;

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington
Portland and

Kingtield,

.or

New

Vineyard.

New

Wednesday* and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
StnM» Uwve Farmington dallv, for 'Strong, Aron

ami

on

Phillip*.

Passenger, for this route will take the car, at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec & Portland Depot*, in Portland
S. W. EATON, Sup't
Farmingtou May 5,1862.
june23dtf

mm THROUGH TICKETS

To

Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crowe, St. Louie,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST. SOUTH OR NORTH WEST.
BY THE

ERIE

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

PHIXNEY,
DANIEL ELLIOT,
LI KE BROWN,

and

Niauaka Fall*.

This road i« broad ocage and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

provided with

UVTiekoti Bold in Portland at lowest Boston rate,

liy

ZIP’ You

can

office.

W. D. LITTLE, Aoknt,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this

June 23.

dawtf

passengers, making this the moat speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers liotweeii New York
and Maine. Passage 95,00, including hare and State
Rooms.
(inods forwarded hv this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY' & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H
B. CROMWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y ork.
June 23,1862.
dtf

MONTREAL

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
a m Erica n. nor w E( i an .jura
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA St OMAN—will sail from Quebec everv Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry-.
Passengers leave Portland per (.rand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 p. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Qucbhc every Saturday

morning.
Parage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 990. hirst Class, 967 to £82—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou Grand

Trunk

Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn

tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. 9150.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

Steamship Company.

TRIPS PF.It WEEK.

On and after April 28. the SteamNEW BRUNSWICK
and
CITY” will, until fur_ither notice, leave P. S. k P. It. R.
Whai l, toot ot state Street, as follows:
Steamer “New Brunswick, (apt. E. B. WntCHESteu. will leave for Eastport and St.John every
MONDAY, at 5 o’clock, I* 31.
Returning will leave St. .John every THURSDAY’
MORNING, at 8 o'clock, for Eastport, Portland
ami Boston.
Steamer “Forest City,’* Capt. E. Field, will leave
for Eastport und St.John every THURSDAY at
5 o'clock P. 31.
Through tickets are sold by this line connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for 31 a mi as. and
with Steamer Queen for Kobbinston. Calais, St.
Stephens, and St. Andrew s, ami at the latter place
over Railway for Canterbury; front thence nor
stage coaches for Woodstock and Hocltox. which
is the cheapi-st and most expeditious way of
reaching
the Aroostook County,
W« also ticket through per Steamers and Railway s
for Windsor, Halifax, Digby, Fredericton,
Sussex, Moxcton, Shediac, Piunck Edward
Island, Pktoc, North Shore of New Brunswick, Miuimichi, and Bay de Chalkuk.
C. C. EATON.
June 23.
dawtf
••

FOKfcsr

Cumberland Co.
S

reo.

Warren,

HUCCKAHOK TO

THAYER ft WARREN,
Proprietor of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,

Pure

Drugs,

GENUINE MEDICINES.

-A 1.80-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Dye-StufFs,

kerosene oil, lard oil.
other article's usually kept in
Faint Establishment.
And all

a

Drug

and

£ P State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAGNKTO-KLKCT1UC MACHINES.
Je23—lmdaw

For Malt1.

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steeiage Passage, *20. Also, Agent for New- York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool every Wednesday, ami calling at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Pr« age, £75. 3d Class, £30.
S gbt Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwajd. payable at any Bank in Creat Britaiu or Ireland

constantly

for sale.

For Passage Certificates, Steamer
or for further information. Address,
CiEO.

Tickets, Drafts,

WARREN', 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

Notice of Fort'closurc.
NXOTICE is hereby given, that the subscrilier, Sama-T uel S. Webster, of Portland, In the County of
Cumberland ami State of Maim*, claims by mortgage
a certain tract of laud situuted in Falmouth, in said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly corner of laud now or formerly of Royal Leighton. thence easterly and northerly bv the same to land
of John W. Freeman, thence easterly by the same to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and weeterlv by the same to land owmil by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and laud
of Philip (iamnion to the county road, thence uorthltIv by said road to the first bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jert'liiiali Hobbs or bis assigns to puss and repass through
‘aid premises. Said real estate lm\ iug been conveyed
u mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Mieah Sampion by Dependence H Furbish, by bis deed of Anfusl 22, 1856. recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, in book 2f»3, page 397; w hich
mortgage was duly assigned bv said MIcah Samjwon
to Samuel S. Webster, June 3d, 18*52. as w ill appear
t>y the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of w hich records reference is to be had for a

particular description.

The condition of said
lend of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, asrljpieo of said mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
ill parties interested of my claim to foreclose said
uortgage, ou account of the breach of the conditions
hereof.
Dated at Portlaud this first dav of July, A. D. 18(2.
SAM I. S. WEBSTER.
jul2—w3w*
no re

Stands in the city for the retail
ONE
(irocery and Frovisiou Business,*together with
of the heid

lease of the Land.
For particulars apply to

‘

** Urwne w,n •»

<he office from 8 A.
M„ to 1
office will be open, and comoetent
ln
(*T’°n*
attendance, from 7 1-S A. M.
Hie

the

H K. H1NKLEY, 122 Cumberland Street.
dlw
July 11,18G2.

/MWk

bs

Shipping Hoards.
/ M Ml FEET Shipping Boards of Su-

•" A.r\ LIAR/
perior quality.
7
For sale bv N J HltLER,

July

9.

dim

No. 9<)

to"“m

should

Commercial Street.

directed

to

B

"BwtaT

WANTED! AGENTS.
about to

engage in the sale of 25 cent packTHOSE
agc. of Stationery. Ma|», Charts,
Portrait*,
snunld write tn
or

me before engaging elsewhere.
K®.
mernber that I am the originator of the 25 cent
package stationery, nnd also N. E. Agent tar H. II. Llovd
A C o .celebrated Maps and ( harts, and J.
C. Bui Ire's
ffne Bteel Engraved Portraits.
Withal, it mav bo
safely said, that I hare the best assortment or the
most saleable articles for the times that can
be found
Partwalam. aildrecs B. B.
KL >>>hLL, 516 W
iuhinxton .Street, BoHton.

bi^Ui

Eff

FOWLE’8 PILE AHD HUMOR CUBE.
THE OHLY

8CKI

CURB

For BLEEDING, BLIND, and. ITCHING PILES
*
LEPROSY. SCKoFILa, SALT KilKI M
AND DISEASES OF THE HKIN
One bottle warranted to cure every case of Piles- two

bottles in all other cas«*s of the above disease* if
not
dealer* are requested to refund the moaev in
every
Only lire bottles in a thousand returned, and
those were confirmed Fistula. Hundred* of
letters
and certificates are now in the
proprietor's possession
which can bo seen on
Send for
application.
1 repared by HENRI D.
FuWLE, Chemist, 71
Prince street. Boston.
Sold everywhere. Certificates with each bottle.

Spirkefting

ewe.

Circular'

l“63-

wSwl

_

The bidder* need only send a drawing, showing the
shape ot one half the vessel, having the requisite displacement, as both ends are alike, and, if they think

FAIRBANKS

r2a

a plain model of the same.
proper,
The proposals must state the
price

for which they
will agree to have the vessel reaar to receive the machinery and launch her. for the period* v>f fourteen,
sixteen, eighteen and twenty weeks, respectively, the
vessel to be fully completed in forty davs thereafter,
or in twelve days after the
complete erectiou of the

machinery.

PREMIUM STANDARD
SCALES.
These Scale* are still matin Act a red
lon/y by the origins! inventor*, who
arc constantly adding inch real ami
rahuihte improrrmrntt a* their loan
and akill suggest.

experience

The usual conditions of government contracts will
be observed, and payments will be made a* the work
iiu

be

t.KEENE, .U Hromtfeld Street, boston.
Not*. Persons wishing to investigate this
method
of practice, or its superior success, will be
tarnished
*
descriptive of treatment, free, hr
Pamphlet
“
“*
OKEt“NKsM D.,86 Brointtald Street,

Hanging

muiiru

com-

p

yellow

“V

afflicted with

el'srge8

Gne.

»

or those

*h',ul,l
avail themselves
Ureene’t personal Immediately
attention.
'"1 ■“ ,he
°®«- or br msll. free of

of IJr.

Ceiling

«

Dyspepsia.

Rheumatism]

Complaint,

direction*.

j

yellow

Heart

Female Complaints, and a great variety of
ordinary
Diseases are successfully treated
by Medicine which
he
sent to
may
any part of the country with tall

J

pine.

Complaint,

Liver

deck-plank

VARIETY:

A COMPLETE

Hay, Coal, Railroad, Platform, Cuunter, Draggist's, and Rntrher's Scale*; Beams. Weight*, Re.

a*

me »c

This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodations for

as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY at 4 P. M-. anti i«*ave Pier 0 North’ River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o'clock. P. M.

ers

Rep. Com.
COOK,
J
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
CHAR ELS II. OSGOOD,
HENRY L. PAINE.
HENRY P. LORD,
Republican
JAMES DOUGHTY,
OPEN RING,
City Committeof
WILLIAM GRAY,
JoHN M. STEVENS,
Portland.
AUG. F. GKRIslI.
FRANCIS K PRAY,
WM H PLUMMER,

.And

1hC,‘«°,‘er

Proposal* Tor Paddle-Wberl steam
Xnt'hiiiery lor the P. S. Xuvy.

Portland and Now York Strainers.

TWO

O. G.

18c V 100 lb*.

actually engaged in the construction of vessels,
for the construction of the hull of a
doable-bowed
side-wheel gunboat, with rudder at each end.
protected by the steins; the masts,
rigging, sails for fore-audriK. and awnings; fonr boats, with all
their fittings and
equipments complete; tanks for
2000 gallons of water, with the
necessary casks, breakers, buckets. &c. The vessel completed in every resp«*ct with all the fittings for sea service, except ordnance, anchors and cables, furniture, cooking utensils, instruments, aud stores, which will be furnished
by the Governent.
The length of the vessel, including both rabbet* on
a line 7 feet 6 inches abo\e the lower
edge of ml.bet
of the keel, to be 236 feet: the extreme breadth 36
feet, and the depth of hold from throat of floor timber to lower side of
12 feet. The displaceinent to a line 7 feet 6 inches above the lower
edge of
rabbet of bottom plank to be 39.50U cubic f«*et. The
size of the principal materials are to be as follows,
other parts being in due proportion as in naval vessels ot this class: Keel of white oak, 14
by 64 inches,
inch copper holts; stein of
scarph fastened with
white oak, sided 10 inches, and properly secured in
opening* for rudder and to keel with composition
knee; frame of white oak, white chestnut, and hackmctack; timber and room 24, 20 ami 28 inchesfloor timber sided 7 to 0 inches; futtocks 6 to 6
inches; top fimiter* 5 inches; moulded in throat
13 inches, in bilge 9 inches, at head 51 inches.—
limber of frame close together.
.Space between
fiames level with throat of floor, filled in with white
Main keelson of white oak, 13
by 16 inches
fastened with two copper bolt* in each frame of Inch’
ltilge keelson of white oak or
pine, fastened
with copper holts J inch in diameter under
engine
frame and boilers; the remainder with iron. Breast
hook* of white oak. sided 7$ inches.
Diagonal braces
in two tiers 31 by 4 inch amidships and 3
by 7-16 toward* the ends; the upper strap 84 bv 1 inch.
Bilge
strakes of oak or yellow pine, 4] inches thick, 6 strakes
of 9 inches wide on each side.
three incite*.
Clamp* of w hite oak 4 inches thick, three strakes 12
inches, bolted edgewise. Berth deck beams of white
sided 6J moulded 6 inches, the four
longest
;ams to have lodge knees. Berth deck plank white
pine, upper deck beams of
pine or white oak,
sided 11 to 10 inches, moulded 9 inches in the middle
and 8 inches at the end. One hanging knee at each
end of each beam, and lodge and lap kites* between
*
the lteains.
knee* sided
inches, the remaining knee* 6 inches. Waterways and thick strakes
of yellow pine or oak, Jogged over beams, and fastened w ith j inch iron. Deck plank of vellow
pine 4
inches, if oak, 3j inches thick.
of white
oak, in thickness 3 iuche*. Garhoard strakes of w hite
oak. 4J inches thick. Bottom plank of white oak, 34
incher thick. Wales of white oak, 4 inches thick ; in
width, 7J inches; square fastened, the bottom with
three treenails and one composition
spike; the garhoard strakes with two copper holts and two treenails : the wale*, above the copper
fastening, with!
inch iron bolts and iron spikes; butt t*>lts in diameter, j inch, topper fastening to extend up to 8 feet
4 inches above the lower edge of rabbet of keel. The
i*ottorn sheathed with 24 ounce
copper to 7 feet 9 inches above the rabbet of the keel.
The wheels will !>e
overhung, the guards made as short fore and aft as
piacticahle, and the wheel-house built in the usual
way. The bulwarks to be of 5-16 plate iron. The
builders of the vessel will make the wood-frame for
the inclined engine*, securing it w ith wood knee* and
to the keelson*, and will do all the wood work necessary in placing the machinery. The cabin, wardroom, steerage and between decks, the holds, bolts,
steering-wheel, pumps, scuppers, capstans, hammock
rail, caulking. Joiners, plumbing, painting, aud the
other detail, as far as the contract stipulates to cover,
i* to bo complied in accordance w ith the
usages of the

The splendid and fhst Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney
Crowell, will uutil further notice run

_STEAMBOATS.

State

CLEMEN T

Chemicals,

ers

ufactorv completion of the contract.
The bids must be accompanied hv the guaranty required by law. that if the contract is awarded it will
be duly executed. The Department reserves the right
to reject any or all of the proposal* received under
this advertisement, if in its opinion the public interest requires it.
The proposal* mu*t lx* endorsed
“Proposals for
Paddle-Wheel Steamers,” to distinguish them from
other business letters, and will be addressed to the
“Secretary of the Navv.”
Propositions will be received for similar vessels of
irou, or of iron and wood combined. jull7 2aw2w

Weekly

Dat, Pret't. Kkv. P Maso*. Vice
Pre.7.
R «««**• * !>.,
Superintending rkj/.ieian
This Institution was established for
the core of Disease, upon the principles of innocent
medication, entirely discarding the use of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Longs,

NAVY DEPARTMENT will, until the 30th
TIIE
d»v of July, receive propositions from
ship-build-

navv.

RAILWAY.

EASTPORT, CALAIS AND ST. JOHN.

EUGENE HALE,
R. It. FULLER,
Committee.
C. H. It WOODBURY.
T. HARMON.
E. WOODBURY,
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr., 1

Fine

TEAS.—20c p lb.
TOBACCO.—Leaves unmanufactured, 26; all other
kinds 30 p cent, ad val.
TIN —In pigs, free; Plates, 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE.—80 p cent.
WOOL.—('casting 18c p tb and under, 5 P cent;
under 24e p lb. 3c; over 24c p tb. 9c p lb.
ZINC.—In blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets, ljc P lb.—
Manufacturers of, 90 p cent, ad val.

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Republican

p cent, ad val.

SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Meladoand Concentrated Molasses. 2jc p !h; above
refined, 5c p R>; when tinc-

leave Bath daily
(Sundays excepled) at 3.00
1 31., on arrival of train from Portland and
Boston,
lor W iscasset, Damariscotta,
Waldoboro’, Bock land
and Ihornaston.
.Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Hoads.
Freight trains run daily between August* and Port,audB H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
june23dtf

OFFICE an BROMFIELD ST,,
BOSTON.
R*t. N.

lor sale at

Warehouse,

our

118 Milk Strekt,
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of BatteryMuch SL,
aoirros.

Sold In Portland by Embry R WsTKKMOtax.

White’s Patent Alarm
CERTAIN

A

Sold at

Money Drawer.

PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Fa rbaxk's

W'AuaKors*.

Scalk

118

Mjlk Strkki Borrow, by
FAIRBANKS R BROWN.

navy department win, nmii thp2«th
day of Julv, receive sealed proposals for the
construction of steaui machinery for Paddle Wheel
Steamer*.
Kach steamer will have one incliued engine of not
las* than 180 cubic teat displacement of piston
per
stroke; the
of the stroke to be about 8 feet 9
inches. The frame to be of yellow pine,
strougly
ktieed. bolted aud braced.
There will be a Sew all's surface condenser, in which
the condensing surface w ill be composed of draw n
brass tuts** five eighth* inch outside diameter; tube
and follower* of lira**; total area of condensing surface 2600 square fret; capacity of air-pump (considered as single acting) 26 cubic feet; capacity of circulating pump (considered as sittgle acting> 26 cubic feet;
inlet aud outlet pipe* to pump* to have a net area of
not less than two-third's of the
pump's pistons; receiving aud delivery valves of pump* to have a net
an a of opening of not les* than one and a half time
the area of the pumps' pistons; valve seats of brass;
valves of gum.
The cylinder is to have brass balance poppet valves
of 17 and 18 inches diameter; valve seats of brass.—
Steam valve to be arrange! with Steven*’ cut off.—
The whole valve gear to be finished am!
arranged
for working hooked on back a* well as ahead.
The cross-h**ad to be of w rought irou ami finished
The cranks to bo of w rought iron, turned aud planed.
The shaft to be of wrought irou turned. The cutboard journal i* to be three feet in length.
All cylinder covers, valve-cheat and pump bonnets,
with their bolts and nuts and links aud connecting
roils to be finished.
A plunger fred pump and bilge pump, of brass, to
be provided of 2| cubic feet capacity; valves of gum,
to have a net opening of twice the' capacity of the
pump.
The pump* are to be worked by wrought iron arms,
turned and planed.and secured utwvu a turned wrought
iron shaft, w hich is to l»e worked from the main cro**liead by finished links, aud wrought iron levers, turned aud planed.
Tim middle wheel is to be overhung, to be of
wrought iron, and 2*1 feet 8 inches in extreme diameter.
1‘addles to be twenty-four in number, 8 feet 9
inches long, ami 15 iuclie* wide.
There are to la* two Martin boilers
each other, with fire-room between, le ngth of boiler 18 feet, width 10 feet 6 inches, height about 9 feet 8
inches; to contain five furnaces each; the furnace to
be three fi-et wide; length of grate 8 feet 6 inches;
total grate surface 196 square feet; total heating surface not less than 5000 square feet. Shells, with the
exception of the bottoms, to be of 6-18 inch plate;
bottoms, furnaces, and air-pits of three-eighth inch
plate: to be double riveted and braced for a hydrostatic teat pressure of 60 poutids
per square inch.
Kach boiler is to have a No. 4 Dimptel blower blowing into the back of the ash-pits.
All the detail, finish, quality of material and workmanship to be first-class, pioportioued for a working
boiler pressure of 40 pounds per square inch, and
conformable to the specifications previously printed
•*d by the Department tor paddle-wheel steam machinery'. There will also be furnished the tools, duplicate pieces, instruments, Ac., required by those specification*
The proposal* will state the names of the bidders In
ftill. ami of their sureties; the gross sum. covering all
costs ami claims against the government whatever on
account of the machinery, for which they propose to
furnish it in the vessel, complete and
for steaming. discriminating lietween the two cases of erecting
it in the same port and of tiansporting and erecting
it in another port; and the time from date of coutract
in which they w ill
guaranty to complete it iu the vessel reaily for -teaming, provided the vessel is ready to
receive it tweuty-oue days earlier if the vessel Is at
the same port, am! one month earlier if at another
uort: if not ready, twentv-one davs or one month mo.
cording to the case, will be allowed for completion
from date of readiness.
The contract will embrace the usual condition*, and
payment* will be uiade iu the usual manner a* the
work progresses.
The
are to be endorsed “Proantota /hr
Paddlr. II hrrl strum Mnrhinrrtf ,** to uistinguish
them from other busiuess letter*.
The Department reserve* the right to reject any or
all of the
made under this advertisement,
if, in its opinion. tl»e public interests requires.
No pro|M>sal* will be considered except from proprietors of inariuc engine building establishment*.

The

HENRY JONES,
DEALXK IX

SHIP TIMBER AMD PLANK
HACK MET AC KNEE8, LOCUST TREENAILS, and a general variety
of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Plank Arnishcd to

length

der.
'•« state St.,

Boston

or.

WharClV) Border 8t.. E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS A BEARD,
WHOLESALE

DEALER IN

ALE, PORTER. CIDER, SODA,
AND MINERAL WATER.Howard Ath.ttxxrv Bl-ilhixq, Howakd 8t..
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE AND PORTER.

BURNETT’S KALLISTON,
Wash for the Complexion has no equal. It ia
distinguished for its cooling and soothing properties,
As

a

and ia

admirably adapted

to all unnatural conditions

ofthoskin; removing Tan, Sunburn, Freckle*, Redness and Roughness of the skin, Re.,
curing Chapped
Hands, and allaying the irritation canard by the bite*
of
ed

Mosquitoes, and other annoying insects. Preparby Joseph Burnett R Co., Boston, and fbr sale by

all dealers.

|

PREMATURE LOSS
Which ia

OF THE HAIR,

nnw-a-days,

may be entirely
nse of Bi-ttxnr's Cocoaixb.
It
has been used in thousand* of case* where tbe hair
so common

prevented by tbe

coming out in handful!*, and has

was

never

Riled to

decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorIt is at (lie same time unrivalled aa a
for
the hair. A single application will rendressing
der it soft and glossy for several days. Prepared by
arrest its

placed opposite

LEON A RD A N DREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
NELSON DIM.LEY, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
N. A. FAR WELL,
S. P STRICKLAND,

HOPS.—10
IRON —Pig and Scran. SO; Bar. rolled or bainme rod, $16; Railroad S12; Boiler $20 p ton; Sheet
$25 p ton.
LEATHER—80 p cent.
LEAD.—Pig ljc p lb.
LIME.—10 p cent, ad val.
MOLASSES —6c p gal.
JUNCTION OF FREE & MIDDLE STS.,
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 8c p lb.
-DEALER IX
NAVAL STORES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm. Whale, and other Fish oils, of For- j
cign Fisheries; Neatsfoot. Linseed, llompseed and I
Rapeseed. 20 per cent; (Hive in casks, Palin, Seal, and
Cocoanut 10, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERFLVERY,
Red Lead, 2 l-2c per lb; Litharge and Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2e 1* lb; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes. Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
AND FANCY GOODS,
dry, 20; in oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per 100 tb*—Pari* White, dry, 35c. iu oil,
APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
$1 85; Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.
LEECHES. SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
PLASTER—Free.
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
PROVISION'S.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
and Hams 2c—Butter and Cheese 4c p tb.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, Sc.,
KICK.—lc p lb.

No. 12, not refined, 3c;
tured or colored, 8c.

CONNECTIONS.

Stages

International

Rye

APICES.—Ginger Root, 8c; Ground Ginger, 5c.—
Pepper and Pimento, 6c.—Clove*, 8c: Cassia, 10c.—
Cassia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 25c p lb.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 16c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.

FTAGK

People of Maine.
May. 18*52.

FISH.—Per 100 |b foreign caught: Herring 81;
Mackerel .*2; Salmon 88; and all other
pickled in
brls. *1 50 p brl.—otherwise 50c per 100 lbs. From
Provinces free*.

bags

night.
Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A.
M., and
Bath at 6.30 A. M.,.for Portland,
connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. 31., on arrival of traiu from Boston, for Bath and
Augusta.

as

interests of the

lb.—Morphine,

SALT.—In hulk 12c. and iu
ST A HC1I.—20 p ceut.
SOAP.—80 p cent.

Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1 OOP M
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at
Augusta with
the Somerset k Keuucbec Hailroad for VVaterville
Kendall’s Mills and JSkowhegan, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot & Kennebec Hoad for Pittsfield, Newport ami Bangor; arriving same

of the Federal with

State

ion among all loyal men.
Aside from its political

resinous substances used for same purposes as Gum
Copal, 10c p lb.—Roll Brimstone, *56 4> ton.—Oil
81 p or.—Alcohol, 4<»c
Cloves, 70c p
4* gal.—All other descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
lioot, le p 11».
DYEWOODS.—Free.
DUCK.—26 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS.—30 p cent, ad val.

SKINS.—10
p cent.

Farmington.

legal

governments, to secure gradual emanproposed by Pnnddent Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures looking to a peaceful
removal of our greatest "moral, political and social
evil," will find in the Press a generous and hearty
support.
While thus distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Pkkm, and intending that, alike in
war and in i>eacc--in our country’s
peril and in it*
triumph, it shall speak with no uncertain voice, we
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different route*
they now find themselves travelling parallel roads;
and. instead of seeking to widen the difference* between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of act-

or

HIDES &

Augusta tor ftatlt, Portland and Boston, at 11.16 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
litulroad tor Lewiston, Livermore
Palls, Wilton and

men, it will neither a|K)logize for an
constitutes the foulest blot upon our

institution which is the

projected

BETTER.—4 p cent.

3£2xSS33 >’as,enger train* will leave daily, (Sunexcepted) as follows:

loyal

character, nor attempt to resist the tide of
events that seems destined to sweep from existence

The

lb.

nor endorse any
compromises
rebellion against the laws of the laud,
loyalty to the great central idea of

in

all true

111

12} g

31
40
23
26
14

great prin-

national

9Jg

Tin.
ltanca, cash.
Straits, cash.

which at

<■1111 bouts.

Commenced April 14th, 1862.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IHDIAH MEDICAL IHSTITUTE.

Proposals for Building Side-Wheel

ARRANGEMENT.

It will neither seek

evil which

11 g

1

the

conserve

disloyal

a

only party

in the full coniciousuess that It embodies the true

rights

••

infected with

it is the

principles upon which our government rests, and affords the only available means of accomplishing such
results as a lofty patriotism imperatively demands.

8}<a)

12}
12]

organizations

21
21
70
HO
20
15

none
none

45
40
35
60
45
40
(id
00

Flax

@

71

••

23

8
7} g
3 00 a 3 25
2 60 g 0 00
3 00 g 3 25

A.

Plates—
Char. I.
I.

42

2

as

competent to

seems

hile other

ciples underlying all free Governments, the Press
will cordially sustain the organization of that
party,
not with a design to foster a mere partizan
spirit, but

with
2 00

w

become

and inasmuch

present

16

@

generally

so

spirit,

40 <aj
22 ig
20 g
20 ip
65 g
76 't
18 (g
14 ;g

Tobacco*
5's and 10’s best brands.
5’s and 10’s medium.
5’s and 10’s common.
half pds. best brands.
half fwls. medium good.
half pds. common.
Natural Leaf, inis.
Fancy, in Foil.

Heinp

in its devotion to the Union
have

GRAIN—-Com and Oat* 10c;
and Bariev 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br. Provinces’, free.
G It INI »ST( >N E8.—Bough—Free.
GUNPOWDER.—80 p ceut. ad val, per cask of 26

16

Lumber-From the yard.
Clear Pine—No. 1.f38 00 dO0 00
No. 2
34 00 ($00 00
NO- 8.
No. 4.

12Yti

7 75 a) 8 00
7 75 •> 8 00
9 00 u, 9 25

$

the matchless

2 12}g 2 37}

FRUIT.—Lemons, Orange*. Banana* ami plantain* 20 p cent, ad val.—Almond* 4c, and shelled do;
6c per !h—Nuts and Dates, 2c p Ih—Currants, Figs,
Plums, Prune* and Raisin*, 6c p lb—Citron 30 p
ad val.

$

ham

indellibly impressed himself upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible
patriot, an inflexible Chief -Magistrate, and an honest man; the ability of whose administration is most signally exhibited, not
'only in

6}

24
20
75
17

25

American Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax Leather.
I .end.
American

2

Press will give an earnest, cordial,
sup|K»rt to the administration of AbraLincoln, who in little more than one year, has

and generous

2 50 (® 2 75

75
60
45

a

4 10 ® 4 38
6 50
7 25

45

Tens*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea. Y oung Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
lea, Souchong.

2)

17 00 n20 00
30 00 a36 00

@

5}3)

Rough.

25
60
60
75
50
50
00
25
50

95
56
a
66
u
65
a
62
« 19 00
«24 00

Politically, the

15

7

40

Yellow.
Extra Y'ellow.
Muscovado.
in bond.
Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar. Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed

82)

04 @

<h»ts.
South Yellow < orn.

Shorts |> ton.
Fine Feed.

10)

75 5 5 0ft
00 « 6 50

62
00
5<>
25
00
26
25
62
25
24
60
K7
25
<»2
8 50

Grain.
Rye.

00
40
62
oil

State.

6

6}@

and to

promote the material Interests of the
State, and of the City of Portland as it* interests
twine with, and are inseparable from, those of the

8
7(qj
12 (g
17
9 g
11
4 (g
6
6 60 g 8 50

Sugar, (.ranulated.

65
45

ciples

74

12 g

large, well-filled, carefully edited, and neatly
paper, intended specially for general
throughout the State.

Both of the above named papers will labor to
inculcate, in no dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-

12}

21 g

a

printed week///
circulation

a

5 @
12 eg

Sugar, Powdered.
Tallow*
American refined.

60 @

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
Is

1 37 ig 1 62

Canary.
Sagnr*

00
00
00

none
none
none
none

enterprising, vigorous and live Daily Morning
Papes, containing the latest and fullest new* by mail
and telegraph.

14 60
« 13 50
a 15 00
@11 50
7
6} w
7 g
7}

Linseed.
Portland

Portland Daily Press is intended to be

The

14 00
13 00
14 50
11 00

Pepper,.

2?

58 ®
44 ®

60
50

@14 75
12 50 «13 00
14 00 @14 60
15 50 »16 00

Mace.
Nutmegs.

06

38 @

@ 3 00
60(g300

14 00

Ginger,(Africa).

Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

Bath Times,

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aboostook Herald.

60

§

Soap. Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Engle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane’s.
S pice**
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).

00

®

oz.

r-..A

4]
3]

of the

and

1 60
1 66
6 00 g 6 50

Soap, loathe k (.ore’s, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. lplb.

Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Red Top.

12

®

3J®
03] ®

@ 8 60

Soap*

02
06
00

1?

75

25

1 80 @ 1 65

Saloratus p lb.
Salt*
Salt, Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)_
Salt, Liverpool,.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
(.round Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, l'carl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.

Pimento.
Seed*.

OILMAN, recently

JOHN T.

Salcralaft*

4]

2]

1J®

No. 10.

small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish. Haddock, new.
Fish. Hake, new.
bbl.
Herring. Pickled,

00
00

02 ®

U. S. 10 or.
Duck,
44
44

Feathers*
Feathers, Lire Geese p lb.
Feathers, Russia.
Fifth.

4]

6
6]®
6 (®
6
8 ®
4
1 25 ® 1 30
35 «®
40
10]® 12
25 ®
33
1 00 ® 1 50
16 ®
00
1 25 ® 1 30
70 ®
75
86 S)
87
1 85® 1 90
10 ®
20
12 ®
00

Dark*
Duck, Raven*,.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.
44
No. 10.
Nary, Superior, No. 8....,.
12

04
25
40
25

@
®
®
®
4®

Rod Sanders.

44

13*
11
16
13

03
16
17
22

44

44

11]

@
®

1 20 ® 1 30

Sapan
t^uorcitrou Bark.

44

Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, llams.
Pork, City Smoked llams.
Produce*
Beef p ijtiarfer, p lb.
Eggs, p dozen.
Potatoes, phrl.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
R Ice.
Rice p lb.

00 @ 8 75
00 g

SUMMER

BOSTON

_PROPOSALS.

KENXEBMC AND PORTLAND R. R.

BY

an

none.

44

44

In carving a partridge, I splashed Miss
Markham with gravy, from head to
foot; and
though I saw three distinct brown rills of animal juice trickling down her
check, she had
the complaisance to declare that not a
drop
had reached her! Such circumstances are the
of
civilized
“triumphs
Smith.

0 27 @

Nic
Wood.
Peach
44
Red

i.

9

<® 0 00
7 00 ® 0 00
7 00 ® 0 00

Hypernic.
Logwood, Campeachy.
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

i_-;

9]

@

@850

8 25
7 00

Harwood,.
Bra/.iI Wood.
Camwood.
Fustic. Cuba.
Sa\ an villa.

44

qwkwnrd squad,

£

00

8j®

10?®
14] a,
12]®

Sulphur.

mac.—[Boston Transcript.

who would never draw up in
straight line, do
what he might. One day he held
up both
hands in horror, as he looked at the
line, and
exclaimed: “Oh! what a Unit row! Just come
out, boys, and look at it yourselves.”

36®

11
13

Russia.

44

11]

g)

Cordage. Manilla.

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.)...;
Hi Curb. Soda..

HEAD OF A FAMILY 8AY8.—A
benevolent gentleman in one ol our suburban

villages recently remarked that he hoped when
the war was over he should have as
good
stockings for his own use as the female members of his household had made lor the soldiers, as he was quite sure there had never
been anything of the kind in his house
quite
so good as those sent to the
army on the Poto-

11

Cemeat—per bbl.
Drags and Dyea*

» HAT THE

(Jen. John A. Logan,

15

2 76 ® 8 00

Cordage, American.

Cordage,

Tent

0
9
8
8
7
2
2
8
8

Rum, Portland distilled.

do.

summer months
are to be found

an

17

®

8 00 @ 3 121
8 00 ® 8 87$

Cardage*

The Nightingale.—These delightful
songsters are birds of passage in England and the
north of Europe, where they stay
during the

An officer had recruited

@

16
14
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_RAILROADS.

or TIIK

none

3jg

•'

Beuua*

Ever verdant, amid winter’s blast;
Let our (kith in the right

our

oil,.
Lead,
Lewis Lead,
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,
Rochelle, Yellow.
Kng. Ven. Red.
Litharge.
Red L«*ad.
I'lrntter*
l*er ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Pr«vi*ion».
C hicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.

PROSPECTUS

Paints*

Butter*

as onr

And rebellion at

Onion*
per bbl..
do Bermuda p lb.

23.

p bbl.
@
53
6 ®
6
Ashes, Pot.
A p plea*
Apples, Green f bbl. $4 00 <g 6 60
6 (®
7
Apples, Sliced p lb.
fl
6 ®
Apples, Cored p lb.
Uncored
lb.
2
3
Apples,
p
®
Bread*
4 75 @ 5 00
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 76 g4 00
Bread, Ship.
Crackers per bbl.
8 25 " 3 50
40
35 ®
Crackers, p 100.

Rally prompt, rally now,
For Dirigo ’§ emblazed on Maine's shield.

Let

July

—

Afthen*
Ashes Pearl

again,

country calls her sous to the field;
Reave your work, leave your plough,

Sons of

corrected for the Press to

75 @
80
1 60 m) 1 60
1 66 g 1 70
1 05 p 1 12

Olivo Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neatsfoot Oil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

A Recruiting Rally.
Men of Maine! men of Maine!
Now

Lard Oil.

markets.

_POETRY,_ _The

ous

growth.

Joseph Burnett R Co., Boston,

and for sale

dealers.

CORNER

AND
BOSTON.

OF

WATER

Atshael
Formerly
er

al

STORE!

PAINT

NEW

by

CONGRESS ST.,

Wheeler, Ag’t,

in Union

Street. Manufacturer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS, VARNISHES.
And Painters’

Supplies Generally,

Sta-

ple Drags, Sponges, Gams,

ready

AXD—

SUPERIOR

GLUES.

proposal*

proposal*

Jull4eod3w

MACHINE CUT FILES.

Notice.
willbe received til! Thursdav. 3 p.
M., July 24th. by the C ommittee on Pablic Buildfor
ings,
building a Double Three Storied Brick
School House ou the Wiuslow lot ou iu in her land
Street.
Plan* and Specification* may be seen at the
i
Engineer’s Office. New City Building. Mr Ci. M. i
Harding, architect, will furnish anv further information that may be desired, at his office.
The Committee reserve the right to accept such |
proposals a* under all circumstances they -hall consider most favorable for the interest of the City, or to
reject all proposals offered.
W. W. THOMAS, Chairman.
jnl8td

PROPOSALS

City

THE WHIPPLE

FILE MANUFACTUKINO CO.
Are now ready to supply every description of their
Machine Cut Vilen, warranted superior to ail othin use.

ers

j

SALESROOM:

OFFICE A NO

NO. 34

KILBY

STREET,

(Corner of Central.) Boston.

FAMILY

Mourning Store,
20 WINTER ST., BOSTON,

A. W. BANFIELD,
(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills & Forristall,

Kstablishcd

IMPORTER AND DEALER 131

And Millinery
w6w4

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN.

FANCY

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,
STATION KKY, TOYS, Ac.,
28

I*. J.

Forrihtall

can

Book, Card

&

above place, j
w ly

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

8. 8. WILLIAMS.

-LINE FROM-

OrriCK. 1M STATE STKEKT, BOSTON.
All goods received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST CLASS < LI1TFK 81111*8, sailing promptly on their advertised days. The only real prompt
line of ships from the Atlantic Forts.

J A M £ S

JiostoiT.

be found at the

June 23.

GOODS,

Exclusively.

Boston to San Francisco.

and 80 Ftdtrral and lUo (out/rtxs Strttis,

ADDISON W. BANFIELD.

the sale of

OLIDDEH A WILLIAMS1

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

tor

MOURNING DRESS

V O i>

E,

Wholesale ami Retail heal or* in

WHITE

OAK

AND HACKMETACI SHIP TIMBEB,
White Fine Timber for Wharves, Bridges and Factories.

Also Southern lint*

Floorings

on

hand and

worked to order.
W2 State Street,

Timber Docks

corner

of

(uf

stairs

)

E and First Sts., Boston.

*

